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ABSTRACT 

This paper treats the research question of “How attractive is Thailand for families as a beach 

holiday destination and how can Gretz Communications AG better promote Thailand to Swiss 

families”. The objectives of this study were to identify the Swiss families’ holiday preferences, 

Thailand’s touristic offer for Swiss families regarding Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak 

and to find the most effective marketing channels for Gretz Communications AG to better 

promote Thailand to Swiss families. Secondary research has been done, a quantitative survey 

among parents from the German- and French-speaking parts of Switzerland has been carried 

out and travel catalogues have been analyzed according to their family-friendly offers in the 

mentioned destinations. The most important findings were that positive word of mouth from 

friends, relatives and travel agents along with articles in magazines/newspapers, are the most 

used channels by Swiss families to become aware of a destination and to gather information 

about it. The respondents who consulted a travel agency will most likely book through them 

and not via internet. Ko Samui has been evaluated the respondents’ preferred family beach 

holiday destination of Thailand and most of the parents would recommend Thailand to other 

families. The two most often mentioned expectations of a family beach destination are 

receiving good value for money and the hotels being directly located by the beach. The 

families’ expectations are not an important criterion for the choice of the preferred destination, 

it stands in a very significant correlation with the overall satisfaction of the family vacation. It is 

therefore important to focus on the family members’ expectations when launching a marketing 

activity in order to promote the right destination to the right family member. In conclusion, 

Thailand has been evaluated as an attractive beach holiday destination for Swiss families, as 

many family-friendly hotels and activities are available. 

Keywords: Family tourism, Thailand, beach destination, destination marketing, Swiss 

families 
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FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The motivation for choosing to analyze family tourism in Thailand and its promotion in the 

Swiss market was based on different reasons. First of all, I was on holiday in Thailand for one 

month during summer 2015, which grew my interest in the country and its tourism industry. 

Secondly, I was responsible for the mandate Tourism Authority of Thailand in Thailand (TAT 

Switzerland) during my internship at Gretz Communications AG (GCPR) where I worked 

closely with the Thai service providers, Swiss tour operators and travel agencies in order to 

promote Thailand in the Swiss market. As I encountered many families asking for advice for 

family holidays in Thailand, I decided to find out more about this subject. 

The aims of this study are to analyze Thailand’s touristic offer in regards of Swiss families’ 

needs and expectations of a family beach holiday in addition to providing Gretz 

Communications AG with the necessary knowledge and inputs to better promote Thailand as 

a beach holiday destination to Swiss families in the German- (G-Version) and French-speaking 

parts (F-Version) of Switzerland. This is as well the point where it differs from other research 

papers on this topic. Only few papers about family tourism in general, and more specifically 

about family tourism in Thailand, are available. Therefore, this paper seeks to combine the two 

aspects into one research paper about family tourism in Thailand and its specific promotion to 

Swiss families. The scope does not include the Italian- or Rhaeto-Romanic-speaking parts of 

Switzerland and mainly targets traditional Swiss families with two children and two cohabitating 

parents from the middle class. It does not take into account the growing diversity of families in 

Switzerland. 

The research was carried out through a quantitative survey among German- and French-

speaking parents in Switzerland. One of the problems that arose, was the difficulty to reach as 

many French-speaking people as German-speaking due to my social network and Gretz 

Communications AG’s newsletter subscribers being mainly based in the German-speaking 

part of Switzerland. The second problem concerned the creation of the online questionnaire in 

two languages on which I made some mistakes in the programming. This led to difficulties in 

analyzing the gathered data of both language versions together. The third problem was that I 

realized the research question was rather broadly composed which made it difficult to stay on 

track and not to digress. 
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LIMITATIONS 

While this bachelor thesis focuses on family tourism in Thailand, there are limitations that 

restrict the completeness and extensiveness of this research paper. It only concentrates on 

Thailand, especially on the beach destinations of Phuket, Khao Lak, Ko Samui and Krabi. The 

study includes a broad range of touristic offers for families within Thailand including activities, 

hotels and destination knowledge, it is however not a conclusive list of all touristic products 

and services offered in the market. It must be kept in mind that the touristic offer, as well as 

the demand, continuously changes and that this study targets traditional Swiss families from 

the middle class and does not take into account the growing diversity of families in Switzerland 

and in the world. No secondary source, specifically about Swiss families travelling for family 

holidays to Thailand, has been found. Therefore, secondary sources about family tourism in 

general and the information of families from around the world travelling to Thailand were used, 

as their findings are expected to be similar to the ones for Thailand. 

The survey is exclusively about family beach holidays and does not include any other types 

of family vacation. Furthermore, it has only been carried out in the French and German parts 

of Switzerland, which limits the study to the differences regarding the Italian- or Rhaeto-

Romanic-speaking parts, as well as the rest of the world concerning family tourism in Thailand. 

Furthermore, this study has only been addressed towards mothers and fathers, but not towards 

children and it does not specifically take into consideration single parent families, gay or lesbian 

families, nor families including more than the two mentioned generations. As only 15 French-

speaking individuals compared to 101 German-speaking people with children have answered 
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the survey, the results of the German versions are hard to compare with the ones of the 15 

French-speaking respondents. Additionally, the data of the 15 French-speaking respondents 

do not necessarily provide representative data about the entire French-speaking Swiss family 

market. Their children are between the ages of zero and 52 years, which further limits the 

results being completely accurate regarding the specific market of Swiss families with children 

between the ages of six to 12 years. However, it is important to narrow family tourism to a 

specific target market, as various family constellations exist. The restriction on families through 

the age of the children makes it more difficult to find families which match the targeted 

segment, but also enables to write more specific survey questions, as the children’s interests 

change from newborns until adulthood. The age restriction also limits the completeness of the 

whole family tourism market, as well as the selected criteria of evaluating a hotel as a family-

friendly hotel. If a hotel does not have at least one of the criteria mentioned in the “workable 

definitions”, they have not been taken into account. Furthermore, there might be hotels 

available which were not mentioned in the evaluated brochures of Swiss tour operators (TO) 

and travel agencies (TA) or on booking.com. It can also not be guaranteed that every hotel is 

promoted as family-friendly hotel, although they would be pleased to welcome families and 

children. Nevertheless, the findings presented in this study can serve as a basis for further 

research studies on family holidays in Thailand. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper addresses the topic of the attractiveness and the promotion of Thailand as a 

touristic holiday destination for families in Switzerland. As families can be very diverse, this 

paper specifically treats Swiss families with at least one child between the age of six and 12 

years. Therefore, this study investigates: “How attractive is Thailand for families as a beach 

holiday destination and how can Gretz Communications AG better promote Thailand to Swiss 

families”. In order to give an answer to this research question, this paper focuses on the 

families’ needs and desires regarding a family holiday at the beach, what the Thailand’ beach 

destinations of Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak have to offer to families and how Gretz 

Communications AG (GCPR) can better promote those beach destinations to Swiss families 

for its mandate from the Tourism Authority of Thailand in Switzerland (TAT Switzerland). The 

literature review provides general information about the topic, which is followed by the results 

of a survey among the parents of Swiss German- and French-speaking Swiss families, an 

evaluation of Thailand’s family offers based on several travel agents’ and tour operators’ travel 

catalogues and some recommendations for Gretz Communications AG. The analysis of the 

gathered data, as well as recommendations for Gretz Communications AG provide an insight 

in how to better promote Thailand to Swiss families. This paper is therefore addressed towards 

Gretz Communications AG and the TAT Switzerland, as well as the trade who wants to 

promote the family tourism industry in Thailand and sell its products and services. 
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1. LITERATURE REVUE 

According to Schänzel, Yeoman & Backer (2012) families are a very important segment in 

the tourism industry, as one in four of all vacation trips are undertaken by families in the UK. 

Young people are current and future consumers, which makes them an important target 

segment for destination marketing. However, this segment receives far less attention than it 

deserves, as research indicates that families are not even willing to give up family holidays 

during economic hardships. However, according the focus on family holidays has increased 

during the last years (Schänzel & Carr, 2015) and they are now the main target group for many 

holiday destinations (Vestergaard-Mikkelsen & Stilling-Blichfeldt, 2015). 

1.1. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND FAMILY MODELS 

When looking at families from a touristic point of view, families differ from other tourists 

regarding their “strong focus on social values, such as family togetherness, creating family 

memories and generativity” (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 3). 

1.1.1. Income and expenditures of families as tourists 

The matter of cost was an important theme during a study conducted by Schänzel et al., 

2012. Families stated a strong sense of value for money and mentioned space as an important 

factor, meaning the provision of at least three bedrooms, all-inclusive packages and free 

accommodation and food for their children offered at the holiday accommodation. Furthermore, 

the more families spend for their family holidays and the more they rely on single incomes, the 

more effort they require for planning and saving up for the holidays. It therefore results in a 

significant disappointment if the holidays are not relaxing (Schänzel et al., 2012). 

According to Schänzel et al. (2012, p. 30) “The OECD (2008) identifies higher rates of 

female participation in the labour market, higher divorce rates, more single parents, rising and 

longer enrolment in education, growing numbers of elderly, higher numbers of foreign-born 

population and ethnic diversity as demographic trends that will change structure in society.” 

Husbands were traditionally working, while the wives were at home and looked after the 

children. The roles nowadays are changing, as today’s women are well integrated in the labour 

market and tend to work at least in a part-time job (Schänzel et al., 2012). This change leads 

to an increase of families with two incomes (Schwab & Dustin, 2015). The graphic of the 

Bundesamt für Statistik (2015a) shows a clear trend towards dual earning families in 

Switzerland, although their sample only contained 50 families, which makes it a small share 
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compared to the overall population of Switzerland. The statistic shows on one hand that from 

1992 to 2014 it became rarer that only the fathers were employed. On the other hand, the 

number of part-time working mothers has increased over the time, which is visualized in the 

table below. Further information can be found in Appendix I: Occupation models of couples 

with their youngest child at the age of 7-14 in a household. 

Figure 1 – Occupation models of couples with their youngest child at the age of 7-14 in a 

household 

 

Source: Table by the author based on Bundesamt für Statistik (2015a) 

 

The dual earning also allows families to spend more money during holidays, which was 

according to Bundesamt für Statistik (2015b) CHF 166.- per day for an international trip in 

2014, while the statistic of the Department of Tourism, Ministry of Tourism and Sports (2015) 

states that Swiss tourists spent on average THB 4,307.92 per day in Thailand in 2014, a growth 

of 6.67% compared to the previous year. With an exchange rate of THB 1 = CHF 0.0281 on 

the 15th of August 2016 (OANDA Corporation, 2016), this is an average daily expenditure of 

CHF 121.03 per person. According to Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 40, “In the UK, household 

disposable income grew threefold in real terms between the early 1950s and 2008, an annual 

growth rate of 2.5% per annum.” Especially the tourism industry has benefited from the trend 

during this period, as families spend more of their disposable income for culture, experiences 

and out-of-home expenditures (Schänzel et al. 2012). The statistic of the Department of 

Tourism, Ministry of Tourism and Sports (2015) shows that the largest group (29.01%) of Swiss 
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visitors to Thailand has an annual income of USD 80,001 and over, followed by the second 

largest group (18.72%) with an annual income between USD 20,000 and USD 40,000 in 2014. 

However, it should be kept in mind that families with a low income are not always able to 

afford family vacations. 

In a consumer-driven society, the inability of a family to take a holiday together, or even 

engage in some form of family leisure, may have social implications for the identification of 

the parents as good parents and the family as being a happy one (Carr, 2011, p. 28). 

1.1.2. Swiss tourist arrivals in Thailand 

The statistic of the Department of Tourism, Ministry of Tourism and Sports (2015) shows 

that 62.87% of all Swiss tourists visiting Thailand in 2014 were male and only 37.13% of all 

arrivals from Switzerland were female. Their data of 2014 show that 10.79% off the arriving 

Swiss tourists were under 25 years old, 25.10% between the age of 25 and 34, 18.43% 

between 35 and 44 years old, 22.31% between 45 and 54, and 23.38% 55 years and older. 

The highest percentage of the visitors’ occupation was professionals & admins with a share of 

62.88%, whereas only 1.92% was housewives. Furthermore, 92% of all Swiss visits to Thailand 

were for the purpose of holiday, only 1.32% travelled for the purpose of MICE and 6.68% had 

other reasons. 27.02% of all Swiss visits were first timers, and 72.98% were repeat visitors. 

Moreover, according to the statistic of the Department of Tourism, Ministry of Tourism and 

Sports (2015) the average length of stay of Swiss tourists in Thailand was 16.63 days in 2014. 

Nevertheless, families have time constraints regarding travel dates and holiday duration, due 

to school holidays. Parents, especially from low-income families, seem to have become more 

willing to take their children out of school for family holidays in order to profit from off-peak 

holiday prices (Schänzel et al., 2012). 

Swiss tourists do not need a visa if they stay for maximum 30 days in Thailand and if they 

have entered the country by plane (Royal Thai Embassy Bern, 2015). If they arrive in Thailand 

via overland route, they are only allowed to stay for maximum 15 days. Adults need to apply 

for a visa if they wish to stay longer. The same conditions apply for minor tourists who are 

registered in their parents’ passport, as well as children with their own passport (Royal Thai 

Consulate General Zurich, n.c.). 
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1.2. PERCEPTION OF FAMILIES IN THAILAND 

Thailand is perceived as a relatively safe country to travel with children (Brash, Bush, 

Skolnick, 2014). Family life is quite important to Thai people (Jones, 2014) and women receive 

a high social status if they have given birth to a child (Whittaker, 2015). Especially young 

children are very much loved by Thai people and get a lot of attention (Brash, 2014). “Children 

in Thailand are believed to bring happiness to a family and tighten the bonds between a family, 

especially between the mother and her in-laws. Therefore, children are highly valued in 

Thailand” (Whittaker, 2015, p.15). It is common in Thailand that the grandparents live together 

with their children and grandchildren (Jones, 2014). The children are brought up to respect 

their parents and grandparents (elder people in general) and to behave politely. Within a Thai 

family, younger siblings are expected to respect the older ones (Jones, 2014). “Whereas large 

families were highly valued in the past, today families with 2 children are seen as ideal, as the 

cost for education has risen” (Whittaker, 2015, p.55). Marriages in Thailand are still regarded 

as business rather than a connection of two people in love (Jones, 2014). In 1997, the 

constitution of equality rights between men and women was written down (Romanow, 2012). 

Both spouses work nowadays, but in some rural areas this change has not taken place yet and 

the women are still in charge of the house (Jones, 2014). It is also argued by Romanow, 2012, 

that the change towards equality has not fully taken place, as many women are still mistreated 

at home and discriminated at work. Nevertheless, the situation of women in Thailand has 

improved a lot since the new law. Thai women are better emancipated compared to other Asian 

countries and some of them are highly educated and hold important jobs such as directors, 

teachers etc. (Jones, 2014). 

1.3. TRAVELLING WITH CHILDREN 

Regardless of the type of holiday or of the region, safety is a very important factor for 

families, as well as giving the children the possibility to enjoy themselves independently in 

order that the parents can have some time away from their offspring (Vestergaard-Mikkelsen 

& Stilling-Blichfeldt, 2015). Parents pay much attention to safety and hygiene during trips 

whereas children just look for fun and enjoyment. Parents are scared that the environment 

could harm their child when they are not constantly observing it (Carr, 2011). They only let it 

become more independent at the age of approximately 6 taking into consideration its character 

too. A toddler for example will be longer looked after by its parents (Vestergaard-Mikkelsen & 

Stilling-Blichfeldt, 2015). Children often want to pursue their own interests, while mothers are 
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worried about their safety, which can lead to arguments between the parents and the offspring 

over safety and the freedom to explore and take risks (Schänzel et al., 2012). Children, 

especially young ones, are more vulnerable to contract illnesses and get more often injured 

than parents while on holidays. Because of the exposure to the sun while on vacations, parents 

must carefully look that their children do not get sunburned and apply sun cream in order to 

decrease the risk of getting skin cancer in later years (Carr, 2011). It is recommended to take 

sunscreen, insect repellent, a medical kit and general antibiotics on holidays to Thailand. 

Families should have the basic vaccinations that are also required in Switzerland and be aware 

of the Dengue Fever, Hepatitis A and B, Influenza, Leptospirosis, Malaria, Measles, Rabies 

and Typhoid (Brash et al., 2014). Furthermore, the change of nutrition or of different 

preparation of the food in other countries can affect children and cause diarrhea. In addition, 

children might not be fond of the unfamiliar or poorly presented food in other countries. Some 

restaurants serve families with children quickly in order to reduce boredom or even provide the 

children with pens and paper, or toys to distract them while waiting. However, it is argued if 

these offers are only due to marketing purpose or to really make a family’s restaurant 

experience more enjoyable (Carr, 2011). Thai restaurants are, according to Brash (2014), very 

flexible in offering child-friendly menus, which are not spicy. Examples of non-spicy meals are 

grilled or fried chicken, chicken stir-fried with cashew nuts or Thai style omelet and Hainanese 

chicken rice (Brash, 2014). 

It should be kept in mind when attracting families to a destination that tourists with no 

children could be highly disrupted by children on airplanes or in hotels, which would also 

decrease their satisfaction of the trip (Schänzel et al., 2012). 

1.4. TRAVEL MOTIVATION 

A person becomes motivated to be a tourist by three factors: 1) some needs, a state of felt 

deprivation, which might be satisfied by a trip, 2) information, knowledge, and/or feelings 

about the satisfaction of those needs, and 3) positive expectation that travel will satisfy the 

needs (Qu & Mongkhonvanit, 2008, p. 7). 

Motivation can be created by push or pull factors. Push factors come from within and act as 

internal drivers that motivate people to travel, such as the need for novelty or escape, whereas 

pull factors are external motivators such as the attractiveness of a destination, advertisements, 
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the media etc. that stimulate a tourist’s wish to travel from outside. According to a study with 

217 respondents from Australia, carried out by Schänzel et al. (2012) the most reasons for 

taking a family holiday mentioned, were having time with family (96%), followed by see/do new 

things (58%) and enjoy no schedules (54%). The need to get rid of stress (48% of all 

respondents) was also mentioned but only 34% actually achieved their goal. 

Figure 2 – Reasons for taking a family holiday 

 

Source: Schänzel et al. (2012, p. 114) 

 

According to a study of Qu & Mongkhonvanit (2008) among Taiwanese, Japanese, 

Chinese, Indian, British, Korean, American, Malaysian, Australian, French, German and 

people from New Zealand, the major motivational factors to revisit Thailand were “seeing 

people from different cultures, interesting cultural and historical attractions, a trip to Thailand 
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worth the value for the money, overall affordability, friendliness of Thai people, and natural 

attractions” (Qu & Mongkhonvanit, 2008, p. 10). This study shows that good food, shopping 

and various activities to do increase the likelihood of tourists to revisit Thailand (Qu & 

Mongkhonvanit, 2008). “About 93 per cent of the respondents were satisfied with their trip to 

Thailand. Almost 90 per cent of the respondents said that they would revisit Thailand” (Qu & 

Mongkhonvanit, 2008, p. 19). To understand the needs and desires of all family members is 

important to promote the correct holidays to the right individual person (Carr, 2011). According 

to Schänzel et al. (2012), parents seek more relaxation, spending time with the spouse, having 

no schedules, whereas children look for fun and activities, which make the ideal togetherness 

hard to achieve. Schänzel et al. (2012) assert the idea that one reason why family togetherness 

is a driving force for family holidays concerns the fact that people spend more time on doing 

many things simultaneously and quickly, than actively engaging with each other. This leads to 

the feeling that a family spends less time together (Schänzel et al., 2012). Carr (2011) states 

a finding of/in the? Associates Press (2009) that quality time spent as a family in the USA has 

decreased. During the first half of the 21st Century family time accounted for 26 hours a month, 

whereas in the second half, the amount of time spent as a family dropped by more than 30 

percent. However, according to Schänzel et al. (2012) parents spend more time with their 

children than in the 1960s. In any case, how parents perceive quality time is not always 

congruent with the perception of the children, as parents do not seem to understand that 

children need time with, as well as without their families. (Carr, 2011). One example stated is 

the one of an eight-year-old boy who has been asked “who they would most like to be stranded 

on a desert island with, friends topped the list at 49%, with parents second at 25%” (Carr, 2011, 

p. 29). 

One reason why parents believe to spend less time with their children is that they spend 

less quality time together. Today, people more often do things simultaneously instead of 

spending time with their children with their full attention. This can lead to dissatisfaction with 

family time, which also leads to feeling guilty for not spending enough time with the children 

(Schänzel et al., 2012). Family holidays are supposed to strengthen the family bond and to 

ensure quality time. The driving force for achieving this is mentioned by Carr (2012) to be the 

desire to be regarded as “good parents”. To step aside and to do activities that the children 

wish to do is regarded as part of being a good parent. Apart from this, they also want to escape 

the pressure of work and stress of organizing the family life. Parents have a desire to relax 

although there are still the parental obligations during vacations and to compensate the lack 
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of time for doing fun activities with their children. Family vacation is perceived by Western 

families as an important aspect of a happy family life, parental responsibility and therefore 

being good parents (Carr 2011). “Time together makes it a holiday” (Carr, 2011, p. 39). This 

also states the desire of parents to reconnect with the family members (Carr, 2011).  

There seem to be travel motivational differences between mothers and fathers, although 

both believe that spending leisure time as a family is an important factor regarding family 

holidays (Barlés-Arizón, Fraj-Andrés, & Martínez-Salinas, 2013). According to Watne, 

Brennan, & Winchester, 2014, parents’ motivational factors are the need for family cohesion 

and being together. However, women tend to perceive family vacations just as another task, 

whereas men see it as a source of satisfaction (Barlés-Arizón et al., 2013). Fathers want to 

cultivate the emotional connection with their children on holidays and see it as a leisure-based 

task rather than work-like. Mothers, on the other hand, seek some time away from their child-

care duties, when doing family activities (Fountain, Schänzel, Stewart, Körner, 2015). Mothers 

of traditional families already spend more time with the offspring at home than fathers, whereas 

fathers do more often play with the children during their free time. Thus, looking after the 

children during holidays seems a daily duty for mothers, while fathers perceive it as fun. Some 

fathers, however, offer to entertain the children on holidays to give the mother a break to 

pursue her own interests, for example reading or shopping (Schänzel et al., 2012). Family 

holidays need a good balance between family time and own time, which can only be achieved 

through compromises, cooperation and conflicts (Vestergaard-Mikkelsen & Stilling-Blichfeldt, 

2015). Nevertheless, according to Schänzel & Carr, 2015, parents seem to enjoy their holidays, 

when their children have a good time too as quality time together is more important than the 

amount of time spent together. However, mothers seem to use more time to organize activities 

during holidays in order to create lasting memories and are therefore even more disappointed 

when the experience leads to family conflicts. This could be one reason why women are found 

to have more negative experiences during family holidays than men, as they feel more 

responsible for others than fathers (Schänzel et al., 2012). When talking about the motivational 

factors of all family members, two studies carried out by Schänzel et al. (2012). show that 

children desire to have qualitatively more time with their parents rather than quantitatively and 

they pay much attention to the way parents spend time with them. As a result, children want 

unstressed family time, the mothers qualitatively and fathers quantitatively more family time. 
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…It is important to understand that the parent is equally a consumer of the services and 

experiences that the child consumes and must, therefore, also be catered to. Failure to 

cater to the desires of children is likely to lead to dissatisfied children and potentially 

disgruntled parents who must bear the brunt of their children’s dissatisfaction. This can have 

negative short- and long-term consequences for the tourism industry, as it dissuades 

families from repeat experiences and from making positive word of mouth recommendations 

and potentially alienates the adults of tomorrow. Failure to cater to the desires of good 

parents, is also likely to lead to dissatisfied parents, with the attendant negative 

consequences in the tourism industry (Carr, 2011, p.137, 138). 

It must therefore be clearly looked at the children’s needs and desires too, as they are the 

consumers of tomorrow (Schänzel et al., 2012). Children believe that family time means having 

fun. They enjoy spending time with other children, making new friends, playing with their 

siblings or also alone. Spending time with other children was considered by both parents and 

children to be imperative for good holidays, which was pointed out in a study by Small (2002) 

(cited in Schänzel et al., 2012). Children are likely to remember experiences that are new and 

different from what they know from home (Rhoden, Hunter-Jones & Miller, 2016) and get 

quickly fascinated by new activities and exploring the region (Carr, 2011). When they enter 

primary school, they become more independent and start looking for other children to play with 

(Carr, 2011). Swarbrooke & Horner (1999) encountered in his studies that “During the 5-12 

age range, children tend to find play highly attractive and are therefore drawn to holiday 

experiences and attractions that cater to this, such as beaches, swimming pools and adventure 

parks” (cited in Carr, 2011, p. 43). According to Schänzel et al. (2012) today’s tweens between 

the age of 8 to 12 years behave older, less child-like, than they used to in the 1960’s, which is 

often referred as “age compression”. 

As mentioned before, parents want to take their children on activities. However, children do 

not always enjoy visiting places and would prefer to play freely on holidays. “Therefore, it is 

hardly surprising when children react negatively to such experiences, which in turn invariably 

frustrates parents who want to see these attractions and/or expand the education of their 

children and be seen as good parents” (Carr, 2011, p. 48). Children seem to dislike queuing, 
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being stuck in the traffic jam and the moment they negatively remembered the most was the 

departure (Rhoden et al., 2016). They easily get bored during, especially during long journeys, 

such as driving around in a car. The entertainment system on airplanes can on the other hand 

be challenging for parents, as they also offer programs that are not made for children’s eyes 

and they might hold the children from sleeping, which could lead to arguments between the 

child and its parents on the flight (Carr, 2011). Another challenge of long waiting times is at 

theme parks. They must be well managed in order to prevent boredom. One example was 

Legoland Windsor in the UK, which provided Lego to play with while waiting, or Disneyland 

which provided distraction in form of men dressed up like Disney characters between the 

rollercoasters, in order to reduce the amount of people waiting for their turn. The amount of 

time people would have to wait was also marked at the very beginning of the rollercoaster. 

People could then decide if they wanted to wait or to look for another attraction (Carr, 2011). 

1.5. DECISION MAKING PROCESS 

Some researchers such as Barlés-Arizón, Fraj-Andrés, & Martínez-Salinas (2013) claim, 

that it is the mother who has a higher influence on the travel decisions and takes the decisions 

according to her personality, motivation, lifestyle, values etc. She searches for information 

about family holidays and often takes care of the purchase of the tickets, the packing and 

shopping. The other decisions such as the holiday dates, holiday length, destination, budget, 

accommodation, where to eat, places to visit and activities are mostly taken by the parents or 

even by the whole family. Nevertheless, if women live traditionally and in a conservative way, 

they are less likely to influence the search for information. On the other hand, the spouse with 

a professional interest or opinion has a greater influence on his or her partner regarding the 

activities. However, women do not seem to influence the decision on where to eat on holiday 

very much (Barlés-Arizón et al., 2013) and according to Schänzel et al. (2016): 

The constraints to the selection of a destination, type of holiday or even a holiday itself 

centre on personal, family, social and situational influences which include gender, age, 

stage in the family life cycle or life-stage, social class, income and other work-related issues 

(Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 56). 

It has been stated by various researchers for example Schänzel & Carr (2015) that children 

increasingly influence their parents during the decision making process regarding where to go 
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on holidays. Watne et al. (2014) assert that the degree of influence that children have on the 

holiday decision-making process depends on the general way of communication within the 

family. If families have an open and issue-based form of communication, where children are 

encouraged to share their opinions, parents are more likely to be influenced by their children. 

On the contrary, families who underline parental control will be less influenced. “This means 

that parents and children are most likely to exchange their knowledge about vacations and 

holidays when the child is encouraged to take an interest in the world of ideas without 

disturbing the family’s hierarchy of opinion” (Watne et al., 2014, p. 691). If parents have a lower 

education, they are usually more willing to listen to their children and the willingness also 

increases with the advancing age of the children. Furthermore, mothers seem to listen to their 

sons as well to their daughers, whereas daughters have a higher influence on their fathers 

than sons have. Additionally, single parents listen more often to their children than two-parent 

families (Watne et al., 2014) “Children are no longer submissive to whatever choice their 

parents make: They want to be involved and be part of the planning process” (Carr, 2011, p. 

53). While children are more likely to express their desires, parents are nowadays also more 

willing to accept their children’s inputs and wishes. Children can often take minor decisions on 

holidays, like what they want to do, whereas parents still choose the destination. Furthermore, 

parents give their offspring more money to spend, which offers them more freedom to get 

involved in the family’s decision-making progress and to become direct consumers 

themselves. Marketers target therefore more specifically children (Carr, 2011). 

…The lack of attention on the child as consumer began to change in the late twentieth 

century, as businesses became aware of the huge potential of children as primary market 

capable of buying things themselves, as an influence market capable of instigating and/or 

shaping the nature of family purchases, and as a future market (Carr, 2011, p. 110). 

Furthermore, the holiday experiences children make during childhood will influence the 

decisions they will make when they have grown up. This means, that if children are used to 

long-distance travels they are more likely to see this as a normal part of their life rather than a 

privilege. People are more likely to return to a destination where they have created good 

memories during their childhood. However, if they did not like the experiences they had during 

childhood, they might not go back to the destination when they are adults (Carr, 2011). 
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1.5.1. Accommodation 

On the market, there are many accommodations that promote themselves as family-friendly 

according to Booking.com (2016a, b, c, d). However, they need to provide more than just an 

extra bed that has been squeezed into a double room. A good family accommodation is one 

that, among other amenities, provides a separate space for the parents and the children in a 

family room, or offers theme rooms designed with princesses and astronauts for example, such 

as the Ramada Karon Beach Resort in Phuket (Carr, 2011). “Clubs in some Thai resorts have 

reportedly gone so far as to offer all-day free ice cream to their child guests,…” (Carr, 2011, p. 

127). Furthermore, accommodation facilities understood that they nowadays cannot simply 

provide a kids’ club but also have to offer other entertainment options, such as game rooms, 

arcade machines, pool tables and a variety of waterslides at the pool. Furthermore, they need 

to offer separate activities to the different age groups of the children in the hotel. The clubs for 

five to 12 years old children ensure that the children have fun in a safe environment (Carr, 

2011), but at a certain age, children prefer non-organized and non-supervised activities without 

adult interference (Vestergaard-Mikkelsen & Stilling-Blichfeldt, 2015). Nevertheless, cultural 

aspects must be taken into account in order to avoid misunderstandings between the hotel 

staff and the children, as they otherwise might result in dissatisfaction for the children and the 

parents. Some family resorts also offer babysitting services and child menus. However, it 

should be avoided to only serve common children menus, such as chicken nuggets, mini-

pizzas and burgers, or letting the child choose between a sweet dessert or fruits, which mostly 

leads to conflicts between the parents and the child. Child menus should not be too spicy or 

too complex. Asia was reported to have understood that matter at the beginning of the 21st 

Century and recorded a significant growth in demand for family vacation. One other reason for 

the growth was the relatively low costs of holidaying in Asia for Western families and an 

increasing accessibility of travelling to the continent from Europe (Carr, 2011). 

As children are seen as individuals who can make decisions themselves, they also need 

time where they can do what they want. Caravanning is one kind of accommodation that 

provides each family member with the freedom to choose between family time and own time. 

Children starting from the age of 6 years just tell their parents where they will go and come 

back a few hours later. The parents feel at ease to let their children go out of their sight for 

some time, as the campground is perceived as a safe environment. Families look after each 

other’s children while the kids can enjoy playing with children from other cultures without the 

permanent surveillance of their parents. Children sometimes even prefer to stay with their new 
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friends instead of going to an amusement park for example. At the same time, the parents can 

enjoy some togetherness as a couple and do not need to entertain the children. This type of 

accommodation provides a balance between family time and own time that is needed to keep 

the family holiday as a positive experience in mind (Vestergaard-Mikkelsen & Stilling-Blichfeldt, 

2015). According to Schänzel et al. (2012) the accommodation has a relatively significant 

influence on the satisfaction of a family holiday. If the accommodation fails to provide the 

adequate service, it can lead to stress due to additional work on holidays for the families. 

Examples for an inadequate service can be that there is only an extra bed in a family room 

than actually two rooms, the children kept escaping because there were no locks on the door, 

the children did not sleep enough and kept waking up early in the morning due to poor blinds 

which also made it hard for a nap during the afternoon, no or only small washing machines 

although it was indicated in the brochure of the hotel, or encountering only four seats in an 

apartment for five people. If these small things were rectified, families could have experienced 

stress-free holidays. According to a study of Schänzel et al. (2012), 18% of the families stayed 

in resorts during their latest holidays, followed by caravanning with 15% and rented house with 

14% of all answers, which can be seen in the figure below. 
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Figure 3 – Accommodation stayed in during most recent holiday. 

 

Source: Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 112 

1.5.2. Activities 

When looking at a family, parents seek for relaxation, seightseeing, reading books, going 

for a run or enjoying the time as a couple alone, wheras the children prefer physical activities, 

playing and having fun (Vestergaard-Mikkelsen & Stilling-Blichfeldt, 2015). According to Carr 

(2011) parents are focused on leisure activities that bring an educational benefit to their 

children. The learning outcome should benefit them to better integrate in the adult society and 

to find a job later on in their lives. This kind of play is called structures play, whereas 

unstructured play means that children play without the involvement of an adult for example 
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creating fortresses out of sand on a beach. However, parents seem to see unstructured play 

as unproductive, although it gives more freedom and offers many more opportunities to create 

the children’s own gameplay. One issue that enhances parents’ desire to create structured 

play is their fear that their child could get harmed while playing unobserved. Nevertheless, it is 

also important to see here, that being away from their parents during holidays has a great 

impact on how children perceive their holiday experience, especially when they become 

teenagers. Parents as well need time away from their children. Especially mothers complain 

about the burden to look after the children 24/7, while for the father the time spent with his 

children is perceived as fun. However, parents seem to need time away from the offspring and 

enjoy their togetherness as a couple in order to fully enjoy the holiday experience. Some 

parents do therefore also like to profit from a kid’s club that takes care of the children for a 

moment. (Carr, 2011). 

Parents often take their children to zoos, play grounds, or theme parks where children also 

engage in an educational experience, called edutainment comprised of the words education 

and entertainment. Yet, these attractions must pay attention that they find a good balance 

between fun and education. If it is too intensely focusing on fun the children will not learn 

anything, but if it is too educative children will not have fun which decreases the overall 

satisfaction of the attraction. As families especially go to such an attraction for relaxation and 

having fun in the first place, the overall satisfaction will be reduced if this desire is not met. 

Marketers must therefore find the thin line between entertainment and education (Carr, 2011). 

“In addition to providing entertaining educational opportunities, a wide variety of tourism 

attractions increasingly provide experiential learning options that allow children to engage 

with things in a way that transform them from passive to active learners. Active learning 

opportunities may be facilitated within tourist attractions by, among other things, 

demonstrations, volunteer or expert talks, touch tables, direct contact by visitors with 

exhibits, and multimedia factual information” (Carr, 2011, p. 88). 

Through the active engagement of the visitors, tourism wants to increase its revenue by 

making them more attractive and target children for educational, as well as economic reasons 

(Carr, 2011). 
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“Another increasing trend has been towards organized activities for children -  notably sports 

activities – which are perceived by parents as safe and ‘good’, at the expense of free play; 

this trend has been lamented by child development experts […] The facilitation of children’s 

participation in organized leisure activities clearly ties to new ideas of parenting and the 

fulfillment of parental responsibilities along with changing gender roles” (Schänzel et al., 

2012, p. 23). 

Eating out, seeing animals in zoos, sanctuaries or safaris, playing at the beach, meeting 

new friends, spending time with their families, being entertained by entertainers at the hotels 

and learning through play, as well as physical activities such as surfing, body boarding, football 

and biking seem to be very important factors for positive holidays experiences for seven to 11 

years old children. They also perceived good weather, the different scenery and the availability 

of sport facilities (football, bike hire, golfing) and theme parks as fun, whereas cultural 

sightseeing was not considered as “holidays”. Holidays with too many obligations are 

perceived boring (Rhoden et al., 2016). Fountain et al. (2015) say that family activities can for 

example be going to the zoo, theme parks, or museums. It is important to offer at such places 

“multiple opportunities for social interaction, interaction with animals, outdoor experiences, 

educational experiences, playfulness, relaxation and bonding time with children” (Fountain et 

al., 2015, p. 353) in order to satisfy all family members. 

1.5.2.1. Gender differences 

Barlés-Arizón, Fraj-Andrés, & Martínez-Salinas (2013) state that there are differences 

between the activities men choose compared to the ones women choose. Men are more likely 

to search for action, novelties, adventures, or sports, whereas women look for cultural and 

educational activities, visit friends and relatives. They are also more concerned about safety 

issues and often prefer to relax more and rest than men. 

1.6. DESTINATIONS AND BEACHES IN THAILAND 

Schänzel et al. (2012) found in their studies that weather, the age of their children and 

staying in a luxury accommodation were more important factors for parents for selecting their 

best holidays than the destination itself. In contrast, having bad weather during holidays 

negatively influenced the holiday experience and satisfaction (Schänzel et al., 2012). It is 
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therefore important to know that the best time to visit Ko Samui is from February to September 

with June to August being the peak season, Phuket, Krabi and Khao Lak from November to 

April with its peak season in December and January (Brash et al., 2014). Please find four 

SWOT-Analyses of Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak according to their suitability as 

family beach holiday destination in Appendix II – SWOT Analyses. 

Families with pre-school children are recommended to stay in more touristic areas of 

Thailand, as the fascination for children there is smaller than elsewhere, which provides more 

relaxed holidays, as Thai people tend to talk and like to hold one’s child (Brash, 2014). 

Additionally, children might have more touristic attractions offered in these destinations (Carr, 

2011). Anyway, Thailand has various activities to offer that can be attractive for families with 

children between the age of six and 12, such as snorkeling, yachting, hiking and jungle 

trekking, canoeing, shopping (Qu & Mongkhonvanit, 2008), visiting theme parks, zoos and 

museum (Brash, 2014). Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak offer a lot of “wildlife 

encounters, waterfall spotting, and organized water sports ideal for children aged six and older” 

(Brash, 2014, p. 45). Cultural encounters can be interesting and attractive for children too, 

such as temples, especially the ones in the forests (Brash, 2014), which contradicts the 

statement by Rhoden et al. (2016) which says that children perceive cultural activities as 

boring. 

1.7. MARKETING CHANNELS AND BOOKING PATTERNS 

Finding the right information about a topic has since the invention of the Internet become 

more difficult than finding information at all. For this reason, the opinions and experiences of 

family members have become a growing source of influence for holiday purchases. Parents 

have become more anxious and nowadays also pay more attention to user-generated-content 

on websites such as TripAdvisor and online forums. Tour operators and travel agencies should 

therefore host online forums where customers believe to receive truthful information (Schänzel 

et al., 2012). This is especially important, as of the 210,818 Swiss tourist arrivals to Thailand, 

only 10.22% of all Swiss tourists to Thailand still book travel arrangements, whereas 89.78% 

book non group tours (Department of Tourism, Ministry of Tourism and Sports, 2015). “Social 

media play a significant role in the tourism industry, in terms of consumer feedback.” Due to 

this factor, and as more families with children have an Internet connection at home, marketing 

through social media and smartphones has become an interesting tool for companies. People 

make use of social media to maximize their holiday budget and the brand perception is 
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noticeably influenced by comments and online information. But the marketing communicators 

have not only made use a tool of social media, but have also started to directly target children. 

One reason to actively market to the children is, that they are no longer submissive to whatever 

their parents say. Children seem to influence 50% of all visits during holidays although they do 

not have an actual say, they can influence their parents very well (Schänzel et al., 2012) It is 

not yet known very much about what intentions young travelers have and what types of 

destinations marketing activities are effective in capturing them. “The challenge, then, is to 

suggest ways that DMOs [meaning destination marketing organizations] could strategically 

develop destination marketing specifically for a young audience […]” (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 

148). However, it is important to consider their response to such messages, as young 

consumers between the ages of eight and 16 years are able to understand the message of a 

marketing action, but teenagers seem to like brands, but remain skeptical about 

advertisements. They appear to like creative, genuine, experiential and informative marketing 

approaches especially if they tell a story. Marketers of the consumer product industries have 

therefore successfully implemented active marketing activities that involve children through 

experiential approaches. Nevertheless, many Destination Marketing Organizations (in contrast 

to many other consumer-based industries) seem to have not yet understood the influence that 

children of this age group have on their parents’ buying patterns in order to get what they want 

(Schänzel et al., 2012). Furthermore, children seem to enjoy a holiday more, if they had 

previously learnt about the destination and are more responsive to marketing activities that tell 

a story. However, it is an ethical dilemma if children should be targeted or not. Additionally, 

regulations have been enabled in order to prevent children from excessive marketing actions 

(Schänzel et al., 2012): 

“… not only are there regulations placed on the marketing communications industry on how 

it communicates to young people, but, due to parental and other social pressures, along 

with ethics, most industry associations have developed their own set of rigorous guidelines 

for advertising and marketing to young consumers. If the tourism industry wants to 

encourage return visitation and establish longer-term strategies for the future tourists, it 

needs to begin considering young people as a key target audience. There are restrictions 

on the marketing communications industry in how it communicates with young people and 

it is acknowledged there are limited data on their buying power for family holidays. However, 
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this does not mean that DMOs should avoid developing marketing strategies specifically for 

this audience” (Schänzel et al., 2012, 147). 

1.7.1. Creative marketing 

Creative tourism is also a way to engage with children during the holidays and market the 

destination (Schänzel et al., 2012). “Creative industries include, but are not limited to, art, 

music, architecture, literature, dance, fashion design, cultural learning and heritage (Schänzel 

et al., 2012, p. 151). The city of Barcelona for example successfully promoted its own products 

such as events, attractions or tourism activities together with event managers and tour 

operators. These marketing campaigns increased the curiosity, interest and loyalty for 

Barcelona, which lead to longer-term relationships between the consumers and the 

destination. It additionally led to positive word of mouth, the number of visitors in general, as 

well as repeat visitors increased and future tourists might get inspired to visit this destination 

thanks to this marketing activity (Schänzel et al., 2012). 

“Creative tourism marketing is relevant for a young, aware audience for several reasons: 

 The buying power of young people; 

 The growing influence that young people have on deciding where families holiday; 

 The continual need for DMOs to market destination so as to increase visitation; 

 The need to support sustainable tourism so that cultural attractions can remain for 

future generations; 

 The wishes of young students to learn about history and culture in an experiential 

and more creative way” (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 152). 

“In order to further create value, providers should facilitate the process of bonding by 

bringing parents and children closer together to share experiences, whether this is music or 

hobbies” (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 46). A destination could thus promote concerts or festivals 

for example, but it is important to provide good value for money as well as novelties and new 
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experiences to the families. It is important that they constantly need to innovate their marketing 

strategies in order to peak the customers’ interest of the country and encourage repeat visits. 

(Schänzel et al., 2012). 

Therefore, it is timely for destinations to develop strategic marketing plans specifically aimed 

at young tourists, in an effort to support long-term tourism. This can and should be achieved 

by combining a range of marketing approaches that incorporate creative tourism and 

cultural education. Destinations such as Barcelona have distinctive culture especially when 

displayed through entertaining activities produced from the creative industries that can 

engage a young audience (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 153). 

“Smartphone penetration and mobile applications have revolutionised the travel industry in 

recent months and are likely to continue to do so” (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 59). These tools 

might be suitable for tech-fancy generations, but not necessarily for pre- and post-war 

generations, or all families during different life-stages. Travel preferences are different from 

generation to generation (Schänzel et al., 2012). 

The challenges include the search for authenticity, bridging the gap between the 

technologically savvy and those who are less so, provision for ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ adventure 

seekers and integration of opportunities for enhancement of family values with value-for-

money tourism propositions (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 63). 

“For marketers, the challenge is to create the positive touch-points for children to share with 

their parents” (Watne et al., 2014, p. 685). It is also important to have a clear idea to which 

extend the family members influence the final decision of where to go on holidays (McCabe, 

2015). If the parental control is high, it is possible that the mother mostly plans the holidays 

and therefore should be targeted. However, children are an increasingly important new 

segment to target when it comes to family holidays (Watne et al., 2014). 

It is argued that recognition of specific needs of this market proves, for many tourism 

organisations, to be the differentiator between long-term success and failure, and that the 
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search for quality time is the key to understanding this highly price- and quality-sensitive 

market (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 51) 

However, the ideal image that is promoted by media and society differs from the actual 

experience families have during holiday, which can lead to a negative family holiday 

experience. This should be taken into account when promoting a destination (Schänzel et al., 

2012). 

1.8. OUTLOOK 

“Tourism businesses require better understandings of the complex purchasing decisions 

involved, especially in relation to the changing family market” (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 188). 

Predictions for the future of family holidays highlight: increasing longevity, leading to 

stronger multigenerational ties; trends to smaller family units, which may strengthen family 

networks and social cohesion outside the immediate family; and increasing blurring 

between various forms of partnerships (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 171). 

As families and their needs are already becoming more divers, it is important to differentiate 

between families who want to spend as much time with their children as possible and go on 

activities together, and parents who prefer to relax and leave their children with someone else. 

It is therefore not enough for a destination just to promote its offers based on its facilities or on 

its prices. Tourism businesses must create a different message for each target group. In 

addition, suppliers must become more flexible regarding their family offers, because families 

have become more divers. Some families might only have one child and others have three or 

more children (Schänzel et al., 2012). “The role of the tourism operators in the future is to 

provide more family-friendly quality assurance that reflects the changing needs of modern 

family structures and behaviours” (Schänzel et al., 2012, p. 190). “If business can get it right 

and minimise inconveniences for families, success will follow as currently many tourism 

operators misunderstand the stress and dynamics involved when families travel” (Schänzel et 

al., 2012, p. 190). 
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2. RESEARCH QUESTION & HYPOTHESIS 

2.1. RESEARCH QUESTION 

The research question of this Bachelor thesis is: “How attractive is Thailand for families as 

a beach holiday destination and how can Gretz Communications AG better promote Thailand 

to Swiss families?” 

2.2. HYPOTHESIS 

Taking into consideration the size of the present sampling (116 observations) three 

hypothesizes have been formulated to be proved or rejected based on results of the analysis, 

which are following: 

 Educational activities for children are likely to attract families to Thailand 

 Thailand is perceived as a family-friendly holiday destination among Swiss families. 

 Online marketing is the most effective marketing channel for Gretz Communications 

AG (GCPR) to attract Swiss families to Thailand. 

2.3. WORKABLE DEFINITIONS 

For this thesis, a beach holiday destination is defined by the author (2016) as a destination 

that is located by the sea and offers touristic services to tourists, such as hotels, activities etc. 

A Correlation is a statistical measure (expressed as a number) that describes the size and 

direction of a relationship between two or more variables. A correlation between variables, 

however, does not automatically mean that the change in one variable is the cause of the 

change in the values of the other variable (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013), as other 

unknown factors might similarly influence both variables. 

The definition of a family holidays is according to Schänzel et al. (2012, p. 2) “leisure travel 

away from home for more than one day undertaken by a family group, itself defined as at least 

one child and one adult.” 
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Family hotels are for this thesis defined by the author (2016) as, hotels that are either 

promoted as family hotels or include at least one of the following facilities: Non-swimmer pool, 

waterslides, kid’s club, evening animation, child-care service, family room, kids’ menus, 

beach/pool bar, playground, food shops nearby, beachfront location, availability of Wi-Fi, TV, 

safe, mini-bar, air-conditioned rooms/ventilation. 

The variable p shows the significance of the relation of two compared variables. 

The p-value is a number between 0 and 1 representing the probability that this data would 

have arisen if the null hypothesis were true. […] A low p-value (such as 0.01) is taken as 

evidence that the null hypothesis can be ‘rejected’. Statisticians say that a p-value of 0.01 

is ‘highly significant’ or say that ‘the data is significant at the 0.01 level’ (Fenton & Neil, 

2016). 

A Swiss family is defined as a family with at least one adult and one child who live either in 

the French- or German-speaking part of Switzerland (the author, 2016). 

2.4. TARGET MARKET 

The target market of this bachelor thesis is constituted of German- and French-speaking 

Swiss families from the German- (G-Version) or French-speaking part (F-Version) of 

Switzerland. The family consists of at least one adult and a child aged between six and 12 

years old. The bachelor thesis and its survey target people who have never been to Thailand 

as well as repeaters. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

Secondary research has been carried out in order to get an overview about the topic and to 

find valuable information about Thailand’s touristic offer for families and the demand of Swiss 

families regarding family holidays. Apart from gathering information about the offer of Thailand 

from secondary research, the catalogues of TUI, Tourasia, Travelhouse Wettstein, Kuoni, 

Hotelplan and asia 365 have been analyzed according to their hotel offers in Phuket, Ko Samui, 

Krabi and Khao Lak. The purpose of this analysis was to get an insight about the offer of Swiss 

tour operators and travel agencies, as well as to find out how many hotels they promote as 

family hotels in their catalogues. This information was afterwards compared with the general 

offer of Booking.com in order to find out more about the current family hotel market in Thailand 

in order to better promote family-friendly Thai hotels in Switzerland.  

In addition, a quantitative survey with mostly closed and some open questions was 

conducted by the author in 2016 to collect data about the touristic demand for family tourism 

in Thailand. The main purposes of the survey were to find out how Thailand is perceived by 

Swiss families, what their decision-making process looks like and which factors are relevant 

for choosing a holiday destination, by evaluating their preferences of accommodation and 

activities, their expectations and experiences etc. In order to find all the primary information 

needed, the quantitative survey targeted Swiss families from the French- and German-

speaking parts of Switzerland. The results of the survey and its analysis provide information to 

Gretz Communications AG (mandating for the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT 

Switzerland)) about the Swiss family tourism market and about how to better promote Thailand 

to Swiss families. 

3.1. DATA COLLECTION METHOD OF THE SURVEY 

For this survey carried out in 2016, the method of sending questionnaires by e-mail has 

been chosen by the author in order to gather information. The advantages of e-mail surveys 

are that a large area, in case the French- and German-speaking parts of Switzerland can be 

covered. It is a fast and cheap method to dispatch the questionnaires and this process does 

not require a manual sorting of answered questionnaires at the end of the survey. The e-mail 

with the questionnaires has been sent to 4’888 people from Gretz Communications AG’s 

database for Thailand. 553 come from the French- and 4’335 from the German-speaking part 

of Switzerland. In addition, the questionnaire was published in French and German on Gretz 

Communications AG’s, TAT Switzerland’s and the author’s social media platforms, such as 
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Facebook and Twitter. This distribution method might have reached additional Swiss families. 

Although the questionnaire has been sent to 4’888 people in total and published online, it was 

not guaranteed, that all of them have children between the ages of 6 to 12 years. However, 

question 2 “Do you have children?” has sorted out the people who were childless and therefore 

did not belong to the target segment. Only people with children could continue the 

questionnaire. In order to make answering the survey more attractive, a voucher from the 

Swiss Travel Association, with a value of CHF 100.00 has been raffled among the participants 

who were willing to leave their e-mail address at the end of the survey. Their data will not be 

used for any other purposes than contacting the winner of the contest. 

3.2. SAMPLING 

The survey has been answered by 149 people, but after selecting the childless respondents, 

the sample of this survey consists 15 French-speaking respondents and 101 German-speaking 

adults with children living in Switzerland. Their children are between zero and 52 years old. 

The sample was differentiated between people who have already travelled to Thailand and 

people who have never been there. Further information about the sample can be found in 

chapter 4.3.5. Socio-demographic characteristics. 

3.3. QUESTIONNAIRE CONSTRUCTION 

The online questionnaire was made of 48 questions in the German version and the same 

number has been translated into French for the French version. Both versions were divided 

into 5 parts, named general information, holiday planning, travel destination, résumé and 

socio-demographic characteristics. The respondents did not answer all questions, as they 

were automatically led to the following related questions depending on their previous answers. 

There were 39 closed and 9 open questions per language version. The open questions were 

asked in order to get a closer insight in people’s reasons for choosing a certain answer at the 

previous question, for example why a person would not recommend Thailand as a beach 

holiday destination to other families, which family offers they benefited from in Thailand or 

elsewhere, if something holds a person from travelling to Thailand with his or her family, or 

why one would not perceive Thailand as a family-friendly destination. The option “other 

answer” of closed questions allowed the respondent to write an answer that has not been 

proposed. The respondents could mostly not skip answering a question, if it was crucial to 

receive an answer. Please find the questionnaire including the two language versions in the 

appendix IV: Questionnaire. 
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3.3.1. General information 

The main purpose of this section was to find out, if a person fits into the target segment of 

this thesis. The first question filtered the French-speaking respondents form the German 

speaking ones, whereas the following questions asked whether the respondent has children, 

how many and what age they are. People with no children could not proceed with the 

questionnaire. Instead they were lead to a text that thanked them for their willingness to 

participate, but explained that they were not in the target segment. The subsequent question 

asked if the respondent has already travelled to Thailand for family holidays and how many 

times. People who have never been to Thailand received slightly different questions later on 

than people who have already been to Thailand. 

3.3.2. Holiday planning 

The information in this part is supposed to help Gretz Communications AG understand how 

Swiss families get attentive to a destination, which marketing channels they use the most for 

gathering information about a destination and how they book their vacations. The first question 

was about how a person becomes attentive to a destination, whereas the next one asked 

through which channel he/she afterwards informs himself/herself about the destination. The 

following questions give an insight on how long families would or did stay in Thailand, how 

much money they are willing to spend for one person per week (excluding the flight costs) and 

through which channel they finally book their family vacations. With this information in hands, 

Gretz Communications AG has a good insight on Swiss families’ holiday planning processes 

and will be able to use its marketing channels effectively. 

3.3.3. Holiday destination 

The section about the holiday destination in Thailand collects valuable information about 

Swiss families’ preferences and expectations of a destination, such as their favorite family 

beach holiday destination in Thailand, preferred accommodation types, hotel facilities and 

activities expected. Respondents could choose between Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi, Khao Lak, 

choose “no preference”, or state another destination as their favorite family beach holiday 

destination. They were then asked about the different facilities a family beach destination is 

supposed to provide, including catering possibilities, special offers for families, good value for 

money, warm/tropical climate, hotel right at the beach front, relaxation possibilities, sport 

activities, culture/nature/sightseeing, shopping possibilities, car rentals, or others. Depending 

on each facility a respondent crossed, the more sub questions with more relating options had 
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to be answered. By doing this, the respondents were only shown the options which were 

related to their previously selected interests, instead of proposing a vast selection of facilities 

and activities. The succeeding questions provided an insight on the preferred accommodation 

type of Swiss families, the minimum of hotel stars expected according to Swiss standards, as 

well as which facilities are demanded by Swiss families. By gathering this insight, Gretz 

Communications AG will be able to promote the right offers to the corresponding type of 

families. 

3.3.4. Résumé 

This part “résumé” is central to this study, as it evaluates if the expectations of the holidays 

have been met and if Swiss families would recommend Thailand to other families. Furthermore, 

it provides an insight into their holiday experiences and their image of Thailand. The questions 

at the beginning treated the topics of recommending Thailand to other families, the 

respondents’ preferred country for family vacation on the beach and their interests in specific 

family offers. The respondents were then asked to evaluate their overall satisfaction of their 

stay in their preferred country for family beach holidays. If they had already been to Thailand, 

they also had to evaluate Thailand. In case that Thailand was the respondents preferred family 

beach destination, the survey was programmed that they would not be asked for their 

satisfaction of other countries. The respondents could leave a comment at the end of these 

questions if they had anything else to share about their evaluation of satisfaction. At the end 

of this part, the respondents who had never travelled to Thailand were additionally asked to 

state, if they considered Thailand as a family-friendly holiday destination. If they answered 

“no”, the follow up question “why not?” was asked, as well as if anything keeps them from 

travelling to Thailand. If the answer was yes, they were asked “what?”. These are all important 

questions to adapt the marketing activities, especially for first-timers. 

3.3.5. Socio-demographic characteristics 

This section is very important to include in the survey, because it gives the opportunity to 

look at the correlation between gender, age, canton of residence, nationality, income level and 

the other most significant variables while answering to the main purpose of this survey. 

Respondents could, in this part, add comments to the survey and leave their e-mail addresses 

if they wished to participate at the price raffle of the voucher. 
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4. PRESENTATION OF THE SURVEY RESULTS 

4.1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

The survey has been carried out among 116 participants with children. 101 of them were 

from the German-speaking part of Switzerland (G-Version) and 15 of them from the French-

speaking part (F-Version). The people of the G-Version had one to eight children, whereas the 

people from the F-Versions only had one to three.  

Figure 4 – Number of children: G-Version vs. F-Version 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

The age of their children was between zero and 52 years old. The target age group of 

children between six to 12 years old amounts to 22% of all age categories. 

Figure 5 – Age categories of the respondents’ children 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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39.6% of the German-speaking people and 66.7% of the French-speaking ones had never 

been to Thailand with their children. 47.5% of the G-Version and 40% of the F-Version had 

been once or twice to Thailand with their children. Also 40% of the F-Version had travelled four 

to five times to Thailand. 

Figure 6 – Number of trips to Thailand with children 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

4.2. HOLIDAY PLANNING 

4.2.1. Attention 

The respondents could choose up to five answers for the way they become aware of a 

destination. The most popular way of the German-speaking respondents is with 66 answers 

through friends and family, followed by travel catalogues (50 answers), travel agencies and 

tour operators (44 answers), articles in magazines and newspapers (40 answers), travel 

guidebooks (31 answers), online advertisement (23 answers) and social media (14 answers). 

Competitions and other answers (mentioning own experiences and ideas) were chosen four 

times each. Posters, TV-spots and advertisements received two answers each and appeared 

to be the least popular channels. The French-speaking respondents mostly get aware of a 

destination through friends and family (nine answers), followed by travel agencies/tour 

operators and articles in magazines and newspapers with equally eight answers, travel 

catalogues (5 answers), then through travel guidebooks and TV-spots with equally four 

answers, three of them for social media, two for online advertisement and other answers (they 
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look for destinations themselves, as they wish to travel there), and one answer for posters and 

one for advertisements. 

Figure 7 – Channels to become aware of a holiday destination by percentage 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

4.2.2. Information gathering 

The respondents could select up to five answers for the question about how they gathered 

information. 75 of the German-speaking individuals answered that they look for information 

online, followed by travel guidebooks (56 answers), travel agencies and tour operators (47 

answers), friends and family (43 answers), travel catalogues (36 answers), articles in 

magazines and newspapers (29 answers), documentaries (25 answers) and social media (11 

answers). 

10 of the French-speaking respondents gathered information about a destination at travel 

agencies and tour operators. Nine answers each were given to online research and travel 

guidebooks, followed by pieces of advice from friends and family (eight answers) travel 

catalogues (six answers), documentaries (six answers), social media (three answers) and 

articles in magazines and newspapers (three answers). 
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Figure 8 – Information channels used by percentage 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

4.2.3. Booking channels 

The German-speaking respondents booked their family vacations equally through the 

Internet and travel agencies/tour operators (33.7% each). 27.7% booked their holidays through 

both ways and 5% did not book in advance. The booking of the French-speakers was most 

often done through travel agencies or tour operators (46.7%). One fifth of the respondents 

booked through the Internet and one third used both methods. 

Figure 9 – Booking channels: G-Version vs. F-Version 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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4.2.4. Duration of family vacations in Thailand 

The highest percentage of the German-speaking respondents who had never been to 

Thailand would stay there between three to four weeks (55%). The highest percentage of the 

people who had already been to Thailand went on holidays between three to four weeks 

(47.5%) too. The answer “one to two weeks” ranks in both cases at the second place, very 

close to the most often chosen answer. 

Figure 10 – Duration of family vacations in Thailand: Reality (83.) vs. Expectation (84.) (G-

Version) 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

In comparison with the German-speaking respondents who stayed in Thailand between 

three to four weeks, 60% of the French-speaking respondents who had already been on family 

vacation in Thailand stayed in Thailand between one and two weeks, and 50% of the 

respondents who had never been to Thailand would as well only stay one to two weeks. 

Figure 11 – Duration of family vacations in Thailand: Reality (31.) vs. Expectation (32.) (F-

Version) 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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4.2.5. Budget 

The highest share of the budget that German-speaking people are willing to spend for a 

week per person in Thailand is from CHF 601.- up to CHF 1’200.- (32.8%) and even 52.5% of 

the respondents who had not been to Thailand would spend this amount too. 

Figure 12 – Willingness to spend of the German-speakers: Reality (85.) vs. Estimation (86.) 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

40% of the French-speaking respondents who had already visited Thailand are willing to 

spend between CHF 601.- and CHF 1’200.-. 40% are also willing to spend more than CHF 

3’000. The highest share of the respondents (40%) who had never been to Thailand with their 

children, would spend between CHF 601.- and CHF 1’200.- too and 30% would be willing to 

spend from CHF1’801 up to CHF 2’400 per person a week. 

Figure 13 – Willingness to spend of the French-speakers: Reality (33.) vs. Estimation (34.) 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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4.3. HOLIDAY DESTINATION 

Ko Samui seems to be the preferred beach destination in Thailand by the German-speaking 

individuals (24.6% = 15 answers) as well as by the French-speaking respondents (60% = 3 

answers). Please note that this question had only been asked to people who had already 

visited Thailand. In the G-Version, the other mentioned destinations were Pattaya (5x), Ko 

Chang (4x), Hua Hin (3x), Ko Phangan (2x), Prachuap Khiri Khan (2x) Ko Lanta (1x), Ko Samet 

(1x), Ko Tao (1x), Rayong (1x) and Cha-Am (1x). In the F-Version the only other mentioned 

destination was Ko Lipe (1x).  

Figure 14 – Comparison of the preferred beach destinations in Thailand by language 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

4.3.1. Expectations of a family beach holiday destination 

The respondents could choose maximum five answers regarding their expectations of a 

family beach holiday destination. The result shows that the German-speaking tourists pay 

much more attention to a good price/performance ratio (82.2%) and the hotel being directly 

located on the beach (82.2%). The second and third important factors, which almost every 

second person chose, were “food and catering reachable within 10 minutes on foot” (48.5%) 

and recreation/relaxation (48.5%), closely followed by warm or tropical climate (43.6%). 
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Figure 15 – Expectations of a beach destination (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

As it can be seen in the graphic below, the French-speaking respondents paid a lot of 

attention to a good price/performance ratio (73.3%) and having the beach in front of the 

doorstep of the hotel (73.3%) too. Recreation/relaxation (66.7%), as well special offers for 

families (60%) were also highly rated. 

Figure 16 – Expectation of a beach destination (F-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

People from both parts of Switzerland prefer restaurants with typical local cuisine (95.8% - 

G-Version / 100% F-Version), whereas restaurants with international kitchen, food shops, 

street stands and hotel catering had only been crossed rarely (18.8-25%). When looking at 

their desire for recreation and relaxation, sunbathing is a priority by the German- speaking 
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individuals (87.8%), as well as by the French-speaking respondents (80%). Wellness and spa 

opportunities have been chosen by 38.8% of the German-speakers and by a third of all French-

speaking respondents. In line with the answers of recreation and relaxation, the preferred sport 

activities are swimming and bathing, followed by snorkeling and diving. The German-speaking 

respondents want to go biking (55.2%), whereas the French-speaking tourists prefer hiking 

and beach volley (50% each). In the section about culture, nature and sightseeing, 

respondents could select a maximum of five answers. 38 German-speakers seem to have a 

balanced interest in getting to know new cultures (29 respondents), visiting cultural and 

historical sites (28 respondents), natural attractions (25 respondents), getting an insight into 

the countries typical regions (24 respondents) and going on tours such as city trips and boat 

tours (24 respondents). The 6 French-speaking respondents who chose this section are firstly 

interested in cultural and historical sites (6 respondents), secondly natural attractions (5 

respondents), thirdly getting to know new cultures (4 respondents), fourthly tours such as city 

trips and boat tours (3 respondents) and fifthly elephant trekking (2 respondents). The detailed 

tables can be consulted in appendix VI – Expectations of a destination. 

4.3.2. Accommodation 

Hotels are the leading type of accommodation that Swiss families book. One tenth of the 

French-speaking respondents who had never been to Thailand also considered 

accommodations with self-catering, whereas only 5% of the German-speakers would book it. 

7.5% of the German-speakers chose bed and breakfasts as second option after the hotels, 

followed by campgrounds and staying with friends or family (2.5% each). 

Figure 17 – Preferred accommodation in Thailand of people who had never been to Thai-

land: G-Version vs. F-Version 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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Most people who had already visited Thailand did in fact stay in hotels. The French-

speakers only chose to stay in hotels while 6.6% of the German-speaking respondents 

preferred to stay with friends or family, 4.9% in an accommodation with self-catering and 1.6% 

in a bed and breakfast. 

Figure 18 – Preferred accommodation in Thailand of people who had already been to Thai-

land: G-Version vs. F-Version 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

When looking at the quality of the hotels from a Swiss standard point of view, both graphs 

show a clear tendency to be skewed to the right, which means that 94.2% of the G-Version 

and 92.9% of the F-Version preferred the upper segment. Almost half of the German-speaking 

respondents expected to stay at least in a four star hotels and nearly 30% of the French-

speakers would stay in three star hotels and 7.1% at least in two star hotels. 

Figure 19 – Minimum of hotel stars expected: G-Version vs. F-Version 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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The results of the question about the expected hotel facilities demonstrate that the French-

speaking respondents expect hotels to be directly located on the beach and the availability of 

a hotel pool, whereas the most important criteria for the German-speakers concerns the direct 

beachfront location of the hotels. Regarding hotel pools, 49 of all respondents (G- and F-

Version) expected to have a non-swimmer pool and 18 to have waterslides too. 

Figure 20 – Pool facilities expected: G-Version vs. F-Version 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

The availability of family rooms was rather highly rated by both parties with 61 answers in 

the G-Version and 10 answers in the F-Version, so was the free Wi-Fi access in the whole 

resort (65.3% G-Version and 53.3% F-Version).  

Figure 21 – Hotel facilities expected: G-Version vs. F-Version. 

  

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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When looking at the catering facilities of a hotel, 26 of the German-speaking respondents 

want to have breakfast offered in the hotel. While 22 people of them also expect to have half 

board and 14 answers were given to the availability of a beach-/pool-bar. Only two French-

speaking respondents answered this question, who chose the necessity to have a beach-/pool 

bar and once each to have all-inclusive service and breakfast only. 

Figure 22 – Catering facilities expected: G-Version vs. F-Version 

    

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

Furthermore, all respondents expect to have air-conditioning or ventilation in their rooms. 

66.7% of the G-Version and 71.4% of the F-Version expect to have a TV as well. Having a 

safe in their room is clearly higher rated by the German-speakers (72.2%) than by the French-

speakers (42.9%) and the minibar is the least important room comfort facility with 33.3% in the 

G-Version and 28.6% in the F-Version. A slowly sloping beach does not seem to be of high 

importance for Swiss families, as it was chosen in both editions by less than 40%. Child 

animations and playgrounds were seldom chosen, so were child care services and evening 

animations. 

Figure 23 – Room comfort expected: G-Version vs. F-Version 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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4.4. RÉSUMÉ 

The graph tends to be skewed to the right, which explains that people are mostly satisfied 

with their family holidays in Thailand. 54 out of 66 respondents who had already been to 

Thailand with their children (five were French-speaking and 61 German-speaking) were very 

satisfied with their trip, while 11 of them were satisfied. One respondent was very dissatisfied 

with his/her family vacations in Thailand, but did not leave a comment. 32 of the people who 

had already visited Thailand (three of them were French-speakers) mentioned it as their 

preferred country for family beach holidays. 

Figure 24 – Overall satisfaction with family beach holidays in Thailand 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

18 of all 66 respondents who had visited Thailand with their children, had made use of at 

least one of the following family offers and facilities in Thailand: 

 Children could stay for free in the hotel or a family room 

 Family room / special room offers / faire prices for a family room / hotel room with 

two bedrooms 

 Child animation / kid’s club 

 Child care service 

 Discounts for children and families 

 All inclusive 

 Child- and family-friendly campground 
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 Various child-friendly activities such as sightseeing, entertainment, safaris, river 

rafting, nature experiences, wildlife observation, snorkeling, rafting, elephant 

trekking and sport opportunities 

 Club holidays 

 Free hotel nights 

 Non-swimmer pools and waterslides 

They additionally mentioned the direct location at the beachfront location, good value for 

money, buffet at the hotel and that children were very welcomed in Thailand as criteria for their 

high overall satisfaction. Out of the 48 people who had not benefited of family offers, 39 stated 

that there were not any offered and the other 9 respondents did not want to use them. 

Figure 25 – Usage and proposition of family offers 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

All of the people who had already been to Thailand and answered the survey would 

recommend family holidays in Thailand to other families, except of one German-speaking 

respondent. Her reason was that there were no desk chairs and parasols available at the beach 

anymore, which could be dangerous for elder people and babies, as they could get a 

sunstroke. However, Thailand is the favorite family beach holiday destination of 40% of the 

French-speakers and 35.6% of the German-speakers. Other destinations that were rather 

often mentioned were Italy (17.8% of the G-Version, 6.7% of the F-Version), followed by Spain 

(7.9% of the G-Version, 13.3% of the F-Version) and Greece (9.9% of the G-Version, 0% of 

the F-Version). 
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42 of the 50 respondents who had never been to Thailand with their children perceived 

Thailand as a family-friendly destination. Two people of the F-Version disagreed with this 

statement, because of the issues with the sex tourism in Thailand. Six respondents of the G-

Version answered that the long distance and journey (with stopovers), no experience with 

travelling in Thailand and the desire to travel around the country rather than booking a family 

vacation were reasons for dismissing family vacations in Thailand. The reasons of 11 German-

speaking respondents which held them from travelling to Thailand with their families were the 

long flight, the necessity of special vaccinations and the fear of tropical diseases/diarrhea, 

hygiene issues, insects and lizards, the language barrier, sex tourism, that their children were 

already adults and that they were not interested in travelling to Thailand. On the other hand, 

the French-speaking respondents did not have any anxieties about spending holidays in 

Thailand with their family. 

4.5. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

More women than men have answered the survey in both languages. 54.5% of the 

respondents in the G-Version and 73.3% of the F-Version were women. 

Figure 26 – Gender 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

The participants of the survey are between 31 and older than 60 years old. In the F-Version 

the highest share with 40% was between 31 and 40 years old, whereas in the G-Version most 

of the participants are aged between 41 and 50 years. 
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Figure 27 – Age comparison of the German- and French-speaking respondents 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

In the G-Versions, 95% of the people who answered the survey were Swiss, 1% German, 

1% Liberian, 1% Austrian, 1% Serbian and 1% Thai people. The biggest share of 37.5% lives 

in the canton of Zurich, 9.9% in Lucerne, 7.9% each in St. Gallen and Bern, 6.9% in Aargau, 

5.9% each in Basel District and Thurgau, 4% in Grisons, 3% each in Solothurn and Schwyz, 

2% in Zug, and 1% each in Basel City, Geneva, Glarus, Schaffhausen, Ticino, and Valais. In 

the F-Version 86.7% were Swiss, 6.7% from the UK and 6.7% from France, while five of them 

live in the canton of Geneva, four in Vaud, two each in Berne, Fribourg, and the canton of 

Valais. 

As it can be seen in the graphic below, from the people who had given an answer, almost 

20% each have a net income per household a month between CHF 6’001 and CHF 8’000 or 

from CHF 8’001 to CHF 10’000, whereas in the F-Version 20% earn between CHF 4’001 and 

CHF 6’000. 
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Figure 28 – Comparison of the net incomes per household a month of the G-Version and 

the F-Version 

   

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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5. ANALYSIS 

5.1. DECISION-MAKING AND BOOKING PROCESS 

According to the survey (2016), the five most used channels (ordered by frequency) that 

the German-speaking respondents use to become aware of a destination are through friends 

and families, travel catalogues, travel agents and tour operators, articles in magazines and 

newspapers or guide books. The French-speaking respondents selected as well friends and 

family as the most often used channel, followed by travel agents and tour operators as often 

as articles in magazines and newspapers, travel guidebooks being equally often selected as 

TV spots. (see Figure 7 – Channels to become aware of a holiday destination by percentage) 

This means that positive word of mouth from friends and family, consultations at a TA or TO 

and articles in magazines and newspaper are the three most effective channels to draw Swiss 

families attention towards Thailand. The German-speaking, as well as the French-speaking 

parents do most frequently inform themselves then trough online research, in travel 

guidebooks, ask travel agents or friends and family for more information about a destination 

(see Figure 8 – Information channels used by percentage). 

5.1.1. The correlation between becoming aware and information gathering 

The correlation between awareness and information gathering of the German-speaking 

respondents is significant (p=0.05). People who become aware of a destination through social 

media do also inform themselves later through social media. The German-speaking 

respondents who become a through travel agencies / tour operators, articles in magazines and 

newspapers, as well as through friends and family and guide books, do later inform themselves 

through the same channels. People whose attention is drawn to a destination through TV-

spots, inform themselves later through their friends and family. If a person become aware of a 

destination through guidebooks, they under-representatively use pieces of advice from friends 

and family for further information gathering compared to the mean. On the other hand, if a 

person becomes aware of a destination through friends and family they seldom use 

guidebooks to inform themselves. Because of this correlation, it seems that word of mouth of 

friends and family, TA’s and TO’s, and articles in newspapers and magazines are the best 

channels to promote Thailand among the German-speaking Swiss families. 
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Table 1 – Awareness in relation to information gathering (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

Regarding the French-speaking respondents, no significant correlation between becoming 

aware and the information gathering channels was found, although the number of French-

speakers who become aware through social media and stay on this channel for information 

gathering is over-represented compared to the mean (see Table 17 in Appendix VIII – 

Awareness in relation to information gathering (F-Version)). The finding that most people stay 

with the same channel after becoming aware for searching for information might be due to the 

fact, that they try to find more information straight after they got attentive to a destination. 

5.1.2. The correlation between information gathering and booking 

Furthermore, there is also a very significant correlation between the way German-speaking 

people gather information and the way they book their family vacation (p=0.005), while there 

is no significant correlation of these variables in the F-Version (see Table 18 in Appendix IX – 

Information gathering in relation to the booking channel (F-Version)). The German-speaking 

respondents who practice online research or gather information on social media are likely to 

book their family holidays via the Internet. The respondents who got informed about a 
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destination at a travel agency (TA) or at tour operator (TO) do most likely book at the agency 

too. The number of people who book on the Internet after becoming aware of a destination 

thanks to a travel agent are underrepresented. Additionally, the respondents using travel 

catalogues over-representatively book their family vacation at a travel agency or tour operator 

and German-speakers who informed themselves through friends and family do under-

representatively book their holidays at a TA or TO compared to the mean. This means, that if 

a person becomes attentive to a destination via a travel agency or tour operator, they are likely 

to use this marketing channel throughout the whole decision-making- and booking process. 

Table 2 – Information gathering in relation to the booking channel (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

5.1.3. The correlation between becoming aware and booking 

The way the German-speakers become aware of a destination significantly correlated to 

how they book their family holidays afterwards (p=0.002). The respondents who become aware 

of a destination through social media or advertisement are likely to book their family vacation 

via the Internet, while the German-speaking respondents whose attentions have been drawn 

towards a destination thanks to a travel agent will then most likely book the family holiday at 

the TA or TO. German-speaking people who become aware through a travel agency or tour 

operator and then book via the Internet, are underrepresented. This result does once more 

confirm that people usually do not change the marketing channel between the decision-making 

process and the booking process, which makes it easier for Gretz Communications AG to 

focus on certain marketing channels in order to attract new Swiss families to Thailand. 
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Table 3 – Awareness in relation to the booking channel (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

The way the French-speakers become aware of a destination and how they book their family 

holidays are linked by a slightly significant correlation (p=0.11) compared to the G-Version. 

The gathered data of the survey (2016) show that the French-speakers who become aware of 

a destination through travel catalogues do over-representatively book their family holidays at 

a travel agency or tour operator compared to the mean. 

Table 4 – Awareness in relation to the booking channel (F-Version)) 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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5.1.4. Results regarding the decision-making process 

According to the results of the cross tables of the G- and F-Version, the hypothesis that 

online marketing is the most effective channel for Gretz Communications AG to promote 

Thailand to Swiss families cannot be proved nor rejected. Online marketing seems to be an 

important and effective marketing channel but certainly not the most important one (at least for 

the G-Version), This result is based on the finding that social media is an important source for 

becoming aware of a destination, as well as for the information gathering later on. These two 

variables are very significant correlated. Additionally, the German-speaking respondents who 

do online search or look for information on social media channels will also book their holidays 

online. However, as mouth of friends and family, TA’s and TO’s, and articles in newspapers 

and magazines are the most frequently used channels for information gathering, as well as for 

becoming aware of a destination (at least for the German-speaking part of Switzerland), online 

marketing is therefore not specifically the most important channel. 

5.2. DESTINATIONS AND PREFERENCES 

According to Brash, 2014, families with pre-school children are recommended to stay in 

more touristic areas of Thailand, as the Thai people are very fascinated by children and like to 

talk to and hold them. This fascination is smaller in touristic areas than elsewhere, which 

provides more relaxed holidays. However, it is arguable if families with children between the 

age of 6 and 12 years old are really better accommodated in destinations away from mass 

tourism, as children might have more touristic attractions offered in touristic regions. As 

children should have a balance between structured and unstructured play (Carr, 2011), a 

calmer destination might do its purpose just as well as a more touristic destination. However, 

according to the survey (2016), the favorite beach destination in Thailand for family holidays is 

Ko Samui for both language versions. Yet, the result of stating Ko Samui as the preferred 

family beach holiday destination for French-speaking respondents should be considered 

carefully, as only 15 French-speaking people participated in the survey. A high 

price/performance ratio and the hotel being directly located at the beach are the two most 

important factors the respondents expect from a destination (see chapter 5.3.1. Expectations 

of a family beach holiday destination) which Ko Samui (among other beach destinations in 

Thailand) can fulfill (see chapter 6.4. Value for money and Appendix VII – List of hotels in 

Thailand that are recommended as family hotels by tour operators and travel agencies). 

Certainly for beach holidays, the best time to visit Ko Samui is from February to September 
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with the peak season from June to August (Brash et al., 2014), which makes Ko Samui a good 

destination during Swiss summer school holidays. 

5.2.1. The correlation between the expectations and the overall satisfaction 

Although, there seems to be no significant correlation between the German-speaking 

respondents’ expectations of a destination and their preferred destination (p=0.77) the 

expectations of the German-visitors regarding a destination stand in a very significant 

correlation with their overall satisfaction of holidays in Thailand, if the respondent’s preferred 

country for family beach holiday was not Thailand (p=<0.01). On the other hand, the 

expectations are not significant if Thailand is already their favorite family beach holiday 

destination is Thailand (p=0.32). This result might be caused by the fact, that Thailand fans 

have already made their minds about the destination and know what to expect of it. The 

expectations of French-speakers regarding a destination do not seem to be significant 

compared to their overall satisfaction of their holidays in Thailand. 

Table 5 - Expectation of a destination vs. Satisfaction of people whose preferred family 

beach holiday destination is not Thailand 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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5.2.2. Results regarding the destinations and preferences 

The significance of the expectations of a destination compared to the tourist’s satisfaction 

of the author’s survey is also proved right by a study of Qu & Mongkhonvanit (2008). They 

carried out a study among Taiwanese, Japanese, Chinese, Indian, British, Korean, American, 

Malaysian, Australian, French, German and people from New Zealand, the major motivational 

factors to revisit Thailand were “seeing people from different cultures, interesting cultural and 

historical attractions, a trip to Thailand worth the value for the money, overall affordability, 

friendliness of Thai people, and natural attractions” (Qu & Mongkhonvanit, 2008, p. 10). 

However, the hypothesis that educational activities for children are likely to attract families for 

Thailand cannot be proved nor rejected, as the respondents of the survey did not over- nor 

under-representatively expect to have culture/nature/sightseeing activities at a destination. 

5.3. EVALUATION OF THAILAND’S TOURISTIC OFFERS FOR FAMILIES BASED ON 
PHUKET, KO SAMUI, KRABI AND KHAO LAK 

The evaluated destinations (Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak) provide a diverse offer 

of family hotels and activities, which makes them attractive holiday destinations for Swiss 

families. Among those are snorkeling, yachting, hiking and jungle trekking, canoeing, shopping 

(Qu & Mongkhonvanit, 2008), visiting theme parks, zoos and museum. Phuket, Ko Samui, 

Krabi and Khao Lak also offer a lot of “wildlife encounters, waterfall spotting, and organized 

water sports ideal for children aged six and older.” (Brash, 2014, p. 45) Please find four SWOT-

Analyses of Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak as family beach holiday destinations 

Appendix II – SWOT Analyses. 

As hotels are the preferred type of accommodation by Swiss families in Thailand, the travel 

catalogues of TUI, Tourasia, Travelhouse Wettstein, Kuoni, Hotelplan and asia 365 have been 

evaluated by their number of family-friendly hotels in Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak. 

TO’s, TA’s and travel catalogues are important tools for Swiss families to raise awareness, 

gather information and book family holidays. The hotels have been evaluated according to 

their provision of the following facilities and services: Destination, number of hotel stars, non-

swimmer pool, waterslides, kid’s club, evening animation, child-care service, family room, 

catering services (all inclusive, full board, half board, breakfast only, beach/pool bar, kid’s 

menus), playground, food shops nearby, beachfront location, availability of Wi-Fi, TV, safe, 

minibar, air-conditioned rooms/ventilation. 108 hotels in the travel catalogues offered at least 

a non-swimmer pool, waterslides, a kid’s club, child-care services, family rooms or a specific 
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playground for children. However, only 29 hotels in total were explicitly promoted as family 

hotels by the mentioned agencies’ travel catalogues: 13 hotels in Phuket, nine on Ko Samui, 

one in Krabi and six in Khao Lak. 27 of them were less than one kilometer away from the 

beach, while 17 family-friendly hotels were stated to be directly by the sea. A list of family 

friendly hotels can be consulted in Appendix VII – List of hotels in Thailand that are 

recommended as family hotels by tour operators and travel agencies. In comparison, the 

website Booking.com (2016a) offers 106 hotels and 89 resorts with family rooms in the 

province of Phuket, 50 resorts and 19 hotels in Ko Samui (Booking.com, 2016b), 21 resorts 

and 15 hotels in Krabi and 10 resorts and two hotels in Khao Lak (more information about the 

specific accommodation types in Appendix II – SWOT Analyses. Therefore, Swiss TOs and 

TAs have a high potential to expand their offer of family hotels in those four destinations and 

Gretz Communications AG has the opportunity to further promote family-friendly hotels and 

resorts to Swiss families. This result is underlined by Qu & Mongkhonvanit (2008) who mention 

that Thailand has many different kinds of accommodations to offer, ranging from luxurious five-

star resorts to beach-front bungalows, which fit any budget. 

Figure 29 – Number of hotels and resorts being promoted as family-friendly by destination 

 

Source: Hotelplan (2015); TUI (2015); asia365 (2015); tourasia (2015); travelhouse wettstein (2015); 

KUONI (2015); Booking.com (2016a, b, c, d) 

 

5.4. VALUE FOR MONEY 

On one hand, the minimum number of stars expected is not significant to the net income 

per household nor the expenditures of the French-speaking respondents (please see Appendix 

X – Hotel stars vs. income and budget for the tables). On the other hand, the expenditures of 

the German-speakers who had already visited Thailand with their families stand in a slightly 

significant correlation with the minimum number of hotel stars expected (according to the Swiss 

standard). The German-speaking repeat visitors to Thailand, who would spend less than 
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CHF 600 per person a week (excluding flights), would be satisfied with a one- or two-star hotel, 

whereas people with a budget between CHF 1’801 and CHF 2’400, or more than CHF 3’000 

want to stay in five-star hotels. 

Table 6 – Cross table between the expenditures of people who had already visited Thailand 

and the minimum of hotel stars expected (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

All German-speaking respondents with a monthly net income of less than CHF 4’000, or 

between CHF 8’001 and CHF 12’000 want to stay in a minimum three-star hotel. If the income 

is between CHF 10’001 and 14’000, they are over-representatively expecting to stay at least 

in a four-star hotel compared to the mean. In regard of the number of hotel stars promoted, the 

analysed catalogues of TUI, Tourasia, Travelhouse Wettstein, Kuoni, Hotelplan and asia 365 

(2015) do only offer hotels with a minimum of three-stars. However, it is arguable if promoting 

one to two-star hotels would be of interest for the TO’s and TA’s. 
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Table 7 – Net income per household a month in relation to the minimum of hotel stars ex-

pected (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

Unrelated to the income, the biggest part of the French- and German-speaking respondents 

would spend between CHF 601.- and CHF 1’200.- per person for one week of holiday in 

Thailand, excluding flights (see chapter 5.2.5. Budget). While most of the German-speaking 

respondents would stay for three to four weeks in Thailand, the French-speakers would only 

stay from one to two weeks, regardless of the fact that they are repeat visitors or not (see 

chapter 5.2.4. Duration of family vacations in Thailand). 

5.5. SATISFACTION 

According to the author’s survey, the overall satisfaction of Thailand as a family beach 

holiday destination is slightly significant to the number of visits. This results from one German-

speaking person who was very dissatisfied with this specific destination, but he or she has still 

travelled to Thailand more than six times. As the person did not leave a comment about the 

reason for the dissatisfaction, it cannot be evaluated why the person has been to Thailand six 

times despite the poor satisfaction. It can be argued that the person just clicked on the wrong 

answer. 
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Table 8 – The number of family trips to Thailand in relation to the satisfaction of respondents 

for whom Thailand is not their preferred family beach holiday destination (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

However, there is no correlation between the number of times one has visited Thailand and 

the overall satisfaction when Thailand was the preferred family beach holiday destination of 

the respondents. Regarding the French-speakers, there is no significance at all between those 

two variables. Nevertheless, all of the repeat visitors (German- and French-speaking) claimed 

to be satisfied or even very satisfied.  

Table 9 – The number of family trips to Thailand in relation to the satisfaction of respondents 

whose preferred family beach holiday destination is Thailand (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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As a result of the survey analysis, it can be said that Thailand, especially regarding Phuket, 

Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak, is an attractive beach holidays destination for Swiss families. 

This is accentuated by the fact that according to Brash (2014) and Whittaker (2015), families 

and especially children are welcomed in Thailand. This is also underlined by Qu & 

Mongkhonvanit, (2008, p. 19) “About 93 per cent of the respondents were satisfied with their 

trip to Thailand. Almost 90 per cent of the respondents said that they would revisit Thailand.” 

The respondents’ perception of the survey about Thailand who had never traveled to Thailand 

also proves this result, as 85% of the German-speakers and 80% of the French-speakers 

perceived Thailand as a family-friendly country. Therefore, the hypothesis of Thailand being 

perceived as a family-friendly holiday destination among Swiss families can be proved. These 

findings also show that Thailand is an attractive family beach holiday destination for Swiss 

families and are supported by the median of the overall satisfaction of family vacation in 

Thailand. Among all 116 respondents, the median was of four (very satisfied = 4, very 

dissatisfied = 1), while the mode (value that occurred most frequently) of both language 

versions was of 4 as well. The mean (average) among the 101 German-speaking respondents 

was 3.8 and the one of the French-speaking respondents was 3.6. Thailand has thus a high 

likelihood of being recommended to other families, which is also proved by the author’s survey 

in which 65 of 66 Swiss tourists would recommend Thailand to other families. All of the 66 

people (except of one person) who had taken holidays in Thailand with their families, perceived 

Thailand as a family-friendly destination. 

Table 10 – Analysis of the overall satisfaction of the G-Version and F-Version 

 Mean Median Mode 

G-Version 3.8 4 4 

F-Version 3.6 4 4 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) based on Figure 24 - Overall satisfaction with 

family beach holidays in Thailand 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GRETZ COMMUNICATIONS AG 

As it has already been stated above, Thailand has a high potential for family tourism, but 

Gretz Communications AG did not specifically promote family tourism in the past years for its 

mandate TAT Switzerland. Family tourism was not their main target market, which is selected 

by the headquarters of the Tourism Authority of Thailand. Still, some recommendations could 

be given to Gretz Communications AG in order to better promote Thailand among Swiss 

families: 

The German-speaking respondents become aware of a destination through travel agencies 

and tour operators, articles in magazines and newspapers, friends and family or guidebooks, 

do later inform themselves through the same channels. As articles in magazines and 

newspapers are among the three most effective marketing channels, it is recommended that 

Gretz Communications AG organizes individual media trips and sends journalists and bloggers 

with their families to Thailand, who will write about their experiences of Thailand as a family 

holiday destination. Furthermore, a tight cooperation with TAs and TOs can lead to a higher 

promotion through the agents and therefore more tourists to Thailand. In order that travel 

agents often recommend Thailand to Swiss families, various familiarization trips for travel 

agents should be organized by TAT Switzerland. Furthermore, GCPR should keep an eye on 

the social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, TripAdvisor, Instagram etc. regarding 

word of mouth about Thailand. If GCPR does so, they will be able to react on negative 

comments about the destination and provide solutions and inputs for possible problems. 

According to the results of the survey (2016), Swiss families who look for information online 

usually book online too. It is thus recommended to Gretz Communications AG to provide all 

necessary information and links needed to persuade a potential tourist to travel to Thailand for 

family holidays directly on TAT Switzerland’s website (www.tourismthailand.ch). This does not 

only include information about the destination itself, but about visa requirements, health issues, 

vaccination, child-friendly hotels and activities, etc. and especially where to book the holidays 

as well. When potential tourists likes what is written about the destination on the website, they 

can easily be lead to the website of the TAs, TOs, airlines, hotels or service providers, where 

they are able to finalize a booking. When looking at the website of TAT Switzerland, 

www.tourismthailand.ch, it already provides the most important information about holidays in 

Thailand. (Thailändisches Fremdenverkehrsamt, 2016) However, the section about family 

holidays, including the information about family-friendly hotels, destinations and activities 

http://www.tourismthailand.ch/
http://www.tourismthailand.ch/
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should continuously be extended. Especially the topic of sex tourism, how to deal with long 

flights, hygiene issues and tropical diseases should more intensely be treated in order to 

reassure first-timers who might be scared to travel to Thailand with their families. Carr (2011) 

stated, for example, that the change of nutrition or different preparation of the food in other 

countries can affect children and cause diarrhea. It is therefore recommended to inform the 

parents that Thai restaurants are very flexible in offering child-friendly menus, which are not 

spicy (Brash, 2014). This information, as well as an advice about how to protect themselves 

and their children from illnesses and where to go in case of an emergency, would ease the 

parents’ anxieties. 

Good-value for money and hotels directly located by the sea are in both versions of the 

survey the most important criteria for choosing a destination. Gretz Communications AG 

should therefore especially promote the added value of family holidays in Thailand compared 

to other countries. An added value could be the number of family-friendly hotels, which are 

directly located on the beach and provide special family offers, although the extent to what 

counts as a family offer is subjective. The finding of the survey (2016) demonstrates that in 39 

of 66 cases no special family offer has been provided and that only 9 respondents did not want 

to make use of such an offer. This shows that there is still a high potential in increasing family 

offers in Thailand and in actively promoting them. TAT Switzerland could also promote family 

offers and packages to Swiss travel agencies’ and tour operators’ more intensely, as well as 

to Thai hotels offering such services. If TAT Switzerland, Swiss travel agencies and tour 

operators work closely together in order to promote family tourism in Thailand, the Thai tourism 

industry will profit, as well as the TA’s and TO’s. 

Furthermore, the promoted activities and family offers should be in line with the family 

members’ needs and desires during holidays. When looking at a family, parents seek for 

relaxation, seightseeing, reading books, going for a run or enjoying time as a couple, wheras 

children prefer physical activities, playing and having fun (Vestergaard-Mikkelsen & Stilling-

Blichfeldt, 2015). As fathers, according to Fountain et al. (2015), prefer to spend time with their 

children during family holidays, whereas mothers are happy to enjoy some time without their 

children. Therefore, the marketing activities of GCPR should target the different family 

members and their desires well. If a service provider offers active family holidays, GCPR 

should in this case focus more on fathers than mothers and if a hotel promotes its child-care 

service or kid’s club, it might be more effective to target mothers. However, sports and other 
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activities should be promoted as an additional opportunity that adds value to the destination. It 

is not always easy to find activities that all family members enjoy and compromises must be 

made among the family members (Carr, 2011). GCPR should therefore promote different 

activities that are either attractive to children or to parents (or even to both) in order to make 

the family vacation enjoyable for every member. This is especially important, as the holiday 

experiences children make during childhood will influence their holiday decisions when they 

have grown up. Even though families are the main target group for many tourist destinations 

(Vestergaard-Mikkelsen & Stilling-Blichfeldt, 2015), if TAT Switzerland’s concentrates on 

providing memorable experiences, a long-lasting impact on the Thai tourism industry will be 

created, as today’s children are the customers of tomorrow. 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion of the literature review and the survey analysis, it can be claimed as a final 

statement that Thailand, based on Phuket, Ko Samui, Krabi and Khao Lak, is an attractive 

beach holiday destination for Swiss families. They have various family-friendly hotels and 

activities to offer, a statement also made by Qu & Mongkhonvanit (2008) and Brash (2014). 

The attractiveness of Thailand for families is also underlined by the fact that families and 

especially children are, according to Brash (2014) and Whittaker (2015), very welcomed in 

Thailand. Thanks to this study, it was shown that the two most often mentioned expectations 

correspond to the good value for money and hotels being directly located by the beach. In 

order to further and better promote Thailand to Swiss families, it is recommended to Gretz 

Communications AG to organize media and familiarization trips, to react on social media 

comments about Thailand, to promote special family offers of the trade more often and to 

extend TAT Switzerland’s website with more information about family holidays in Thailand. 

When launching a marketing activity, it is important to focus on the family members’ 

expectations in order to promote the right destination to according to the specified desires also 

stated by Carr (2011) and to promote added value of family beach holidays in Thailand. The 

limits of the study are that it only focuses on family holidays in Thailand and does not take into 

account any other countries. The data regarding the touristic offer in Thailand might not be 

complete and it has only been evaluated for families with children between six and twelve 

years old, which excludes teenagers and babies. Additionally, the survey has only been 

addressed towards mothers and fathers from the German- and French-speaking parts of 

Switzerland, but not towards children or the Italian- and Rhaeto-Romanic-speaking parents. It 

only treated the topic of family beach holidays in Thailand, excluding any other types of family 

vacations. The children of the survey’s respondents were between zero and 52 years old. 

Nevertheless, this study provides a basis for further research about other types of family 

holidays in Thailand, as well as in other destinations, or change the target market to single 

parent or gay / lesbian families travelling with babies or teenagers. Furthermore, the touristic 

offers for families in the whole country of Thailand could be more closely analyzed, or the 

family tourism industry in Thailand could be benchmarked with the one of another country. 
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APPENDIX I: OCCUPATION MODELS OF COUPLES WITH THEIR 
YOUNGEST CHILD AT THE AGE OF 7-14 IN A HOUSEHOLD 

Table 11 - Occupation models of couples with their youngest child at the age of 7-14 in a 

household 

In %        

Year 

Father full-
time, mother 
not employed 

Father full-time, 
mother part-
time 1-89% 

Both 
full-
time 

Both 
part-time 

Father not em-
ployed or part-time 
(1-89%), mother 
full-time 

Both not 
em-
ployed 

Other 
mod-
els 

2014 19.3 58.2 11.6 4.9 2.6 0.9 2.6 

2013 20.9 56.2 12.1 4.5 2.6 1.2 2.7 

2012 20.3 57.4 11.8 4.0 2.7 1.3 2.6 

2011 21.7 56.9 11.3 4.0 2.5 1.1 2.5 

2010 22.2 56.7 10.8 4.0 2.2 1.3 2.8 

2007 24.2 55.0 11.2 3.7 1.9 1.3 2.8 

2004 24.9 55.4 10.9 3.2 2.0 1.5 2.1 

2000 28.9 53.2 12.2 (2.4) (1.7) (0.5) (1.1) 

1997 34.1 51.5 8.2 (2.2) (1.3) (1.2) (1.6) 

1995 38.5 44.9 11.5 (1.8) (1.2) (0.5) (1.8) 

1992 37.5 45.0 12.2 (1.4) (1.6) (0.6) (1.7) 
Source: Table by the author based on Bundesamt für Statistik. (2015). Erwerbsmodelle bei Paaren mit 

und ohne Kind(er) im Haushalt. Retrieved on 2016, May 20 from 

https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/de/home/statistiken/wirtschaftliche-soziale-situation-

bevoelkerung/gleichstellung-frau-mann/vereinbarkeit-beruf-familie/erwerbsmodelle-

paarhaushalten.assetdetail.325794.html 
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APPENDIX II – SWOT ANALYSES 

Table 12 – SWOT-Analysis of Phuket as a family beach holiday destination 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 Various activities for families, such 

as yachting, golfing, cooking classes, 

bicycle tours, museums, festivals 

spa, shopping, markets, Thai boxing, 

sightseeing of the Bid Bhudda and 

the old town of Phuket, temples and 

viewpoints, yoga, bars and clubs, the 

Sirinat National Park, the Khao Phra 

Thaew Royal Wildlife & Forest 

Reserve. Elephant trekking can be 

experienced at the Kata-Hat Nai Han 

road, there is the Phuket Aquarium, 

the Phuket Gibbon Rehabilitation 

Centre, the Phuket Fantasea a theme 

park, the Surf House a man-made 

surf park, or the Phuket Wake Park a 

wake-boarding park, which is 

however more suitable for elder 

children (b). Families can go 

snorkeling in the rock reef for 

example at Kamala beach (a). 

 Variety of family accommodation 

types: The website of booking.com 

offers 366 accommodations with 

family rooms in the province of 

Phuket for the period between the 6th 

and the 10th of February 2017, as 

this is high reason for the region of 

 Some of Phuket’s beaches can be 

dangerous and not suitable for swimming 

during monsoon time (c). It is not 

recommended to swim during the 

monsoon season from May to October (c). 

 Large island: Phuket’s beaches are 

mainly located on the eastern side of the 

island, whereas Phuket town lies in the 

southeast (a). 
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Phuket (b). 120 are holiday homes, 

106 hotels, 89 resorts, 32 guest 

houses, 8 hostels, 8 villas, 2 bed and 

breakfasts and 1 a chalet. 286 have a 

pool and 48 have direct access to the 

beach. 363 hotels do have free 

internet connection, 161 have a 

fitness center, 82 a spa. 358 have air-

conditioning and 324 are equipped 

with a fridge (d). 

 Accommodations for every 

budget: The price ranges per night 

are between CHF 0 and CHF 210+, 

where 122 accommodations were 

cost CHF 210 and more (d). 

 Phuket has an international airport 

Opportunities Threats 

 Promote the different beaches 

according to their offers and 

characteristics: It is said that the further 

north, the prettier the beaches become (a). 

For example, Karon beach is where mostly 

package tourists stay and relax in 

glamorous big resorts (a). People can 

swim and do water sport activities such as 

jet-ski riding. The Karon Beach is 

recommended for families and not much 

crowded. The beach is long and is not 

much developed, although it is the second 

largest of Phuket’s touristic beaches (c). 

The peaceful Layan beach lies at a river 

 Traffic jam in Phuket town 

 Loses its exotic image, as it becomes a 

mass tourism market 

 Limitation of desk chairs and shops: 

People are unsatisfied with the new 

regulations of limiting desk chairs and food 

shops at the beaches in Phuket. 

 Danger of natural catastrophes 
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and a lagoon with much wildlife. It is well-

known by rock climbers and bird watchers, 

but not so much for swimming (c). 

 Promote nature activities: An old fishing 

village is located further inland of Bang Tao 

beach and tourists can see water buffalos 

around. It is a destination for nature and 

peace-seekers (a). 

Source: Table by the author with multiple sources 

a. Brash, C. (2014, July). Thailand’s Islands & Beaches. China : Lonely Planet Publications Pty 

Ltd. 

b. Brash, C., Bush, A., Eimer, D. & Skolnick, A. (2014, July 18). Thailand’s Islands & Beaches. 

Hawthorn, Australia : Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd. 

c. Web Sawadee Public Company Limited. (2016a). Phuket. Retrieved on 2016, August 18 

from http://phuket.sawadee.com/ 

d. Booking.com (2016a). Phuket Province. Retrieved on 2016, August 16 from 

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-

o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aa

p1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-

65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f

&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-

2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-

2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac

=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redi

rected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=

empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&sco

re_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssn

e=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfaci

lity%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28 

  

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
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Table 13 – SWOT-Analysis of Ko Samui as a family beach holiday destination 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 Ko Samui has an airport 

 Several shallow and calm beaches (g) 

 Variety of activities such as temple visits, 

kayaking, snorkeling, stand up paddling, 

water parks, diving, yoga, spa, Thai 

massages, cooking schools, temples, Thai 

boxing, kiteboarding, markets, restaurants 

and bars and much more (a). 

 Harbor: Ko Samui is an excellent 

departure point for boat trips and island 

hopping to Ko Phangan or to the Aong 

Thong Marine National Park (a). 

 Variety of well-equipped family 

accommodation: Booking.com (2016b) 

offers for the island Ko Samui during its 

high season, (a) the period from the 10th of 

and the 14th of July 2017, 99 

accommodations with family rooms. 50 out 

of them are resorts, which have the highest 

share, followed by holiday homes (23) 

hotels (19), guest houses (four), villas 

(two) and one hostel. 90 of the 

accommodations provide a pool and 36 

have beach access. All of the 

accommodations offer free Wi-Fi, 31 have 

a fitness center and 27 a spa. All of them 

 Swimming during the monsoon season 

(e) and low tide is not always possible 

and bathing shoes are recommended (c). 

 Not all beaches are suitable for 

swimming, as there are is a much boat 

traffic, for example at Bophut beach (b). 

 At some beaches is a strong current from 

November until mid-January (g). 

 Party destination: Ko Samui is as well a 

party destination, which makes certain 

regions unsuitable for families. The 

northern part of the Chaweng Beach is the 

biggest party zone in the region (d). 
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are equipped with air-conditioner and 84 

offer a fridge (b). 

 Large price range for accommodations: 

The biggest share of the accommodations 

in Ko Samui (43 accommodations) cost 

CHF 210 and more per night, although the 

price range is between CHF 0 and CHF 

210+ (b). 

 Many restaurants with local and 

international food are available (d). 

Opportunities Threats 

 Further promote the variety of 

accommodation available in Ko Samui 

 Promote special activities such as 

cooking or Thai boxing classes to make it 

more attractive for families again 

 Ko Samui becomes a mass tourism 

destination 

 Pollution: Bang Rak Beach is where the 

golden “Big Buddha” is located. The 

western part of the white sandy beach is 

relatively empty, but the traffic noise is 

always present, as the main road passes 

along the beach. The closer one gets to 

the Big Buddha in the east, the browner 

and coarser the sand becomes and the 

dirtier the sea water (d). 

 Danger of natural catastrophes 

Source: Table by the author with multiple sources 

a. Brash, C., Bush, A., Eimer, D. & Skolnick, A. (2014, July 18). Thailand’s Islands & Beaches. 

Hawthorn, Australia : Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd. 

b. Booking.com (2016b). Ko Samui. Retrieved on 2016, August 16 from 

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=356992&label=gog235jc-region_family-

de-fr-riviera-unspec-ch-com-L%3Ade-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Afirefox-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=356992&label=gog235jc-region_family-de-fr-riviera-unspec-ch-com-L%3Ade-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Afirefox-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-U%3Ac&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=10&checkin_year_month=2017-7&checkout_monthday=14&checkout_year_month=2017-7&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=1501&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Ko%20Samui&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Ko%20Samui&ssne_untouched=Ko%20Samui&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C99&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=356992&label=gog235jc-region_family-de-fr-riviera-unspec-ch-com-L%3Ade-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Afirefox-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-U%3Ac&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=10&checkin_year_month=2017-7&checkout_monthday=14&checkout_year_month=2017-7&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=1501&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Ko%20Samui&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Ko%20Samui&ssne_untouched=Ko%20Samui&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C99&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
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U%3Ac&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_mont

hday=10&checkin_year_month=2017-

7&checkout_monthday=14&checkout_year_month=2017-

7&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac

=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redi

rected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=1501&review_score_group=

empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&sco

re_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Ko%20Samui&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Ko

%20Samui&ssne_untouched=Ko%20Samui&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf

=hotelfacility%7C28%7C99&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28TUI (2015) 

c. asia365. (2015, November). ASIEN. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from 

http://valtech.ipapercms.dk/Kuoni/KuoniCH/Asia365/Asien1516/ 

d. Brash, C. (2014, July). Thailand’s Islands & Beaches. China : Lonely Planet Publications Pty 

Ltd. 

e. Hotelplan. (2015, November). Ferne Traumstrände. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from 

https://issuu.com/m-

travel/docs/hp_fernetraumstraende_1516_issuu_d?e=1246049/14752808 
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Table 14 – SWOT-Analysis of Krabi as a family beach holiday destination 

Strengths Weaknesses 

  Krabi offers different activities such as 

rock climbing, cave and mangrove forest 

exploring, boat trips, kayaking, markets, 

temples, hot springs, elephant trekking, 

diving, snorkeling, watersport activities, 

visit of the Khao Phanom Bencha National 

Park, or the Aonang Krabi Muay Thai 

Stadium and much more (a). 

 Departure point to the nearby islands for 

example Ko Phi Phi (a) 

 Countless restaurants and bars (c) 

 Rather small offer of family 

accommodations: During the 6th and the 

10th of February 2017, Booking.com 

(2016c) lists 57 accommodations with 

family rooms in the province of Krabi 

(excluding Koh Lanta, Koh Phi Phi and 

Koh Jum), as February is high season for 

this region (a). This destination offers 21 

resorts, 15 hotels, 9 guest houses, 5 

hostels, 4 holiday homes, and one villa, 

one bed and breakfast, as well as one 

holiday park. There is free Wi-Fi in 53 of 

the accommodations, 10 have a fitness 

center, but none of them has a spa. 56 

accommodations are air-conditioned and 

49 provide their guests with a fridge in the 

rooms (b). 

 Few family activities offered 

 Rather a destination for sporty people than 

families 

Opportunities Threats 

 Promotion of family activities, as well as 

bad weather activities 

 Adapt hotels to families’ needs 

 Danger of natural catastrophes 

 Krabi becomes a mass tourism market 

Source: Table by the author with multiple sources 

a. Brash, C., Bush, A., Eimer, D. & Skolnick, A. (2014, July 18). Thailand’s Islands & Beaches. 

Hawthorn, Australia : Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd. 
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b. Booking.com (2016c). Krabi Province. Retrieved on 2016, August 16 from 

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-

1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1

794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=12&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checki

n_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&city=-

3249904&class_interval=1&dest_id=4790&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&gr

oup_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-

28&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landm

ark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C

12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=

Krabi%20Province%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=kra&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_u

ntouched=Krabi&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3Buf%3D4291717392%3Buf%3D4

291734676%3Buf%3D900040168%3Buf%3D900051075%3Buf%3D4291730642%3Buf%3

D4291734677%3B&lsf=uf%7C4291734677%7C2&unchecked_filter=uf 

c. Brash, C. (2014, July). Thailand’s Islands & Beaches. China : Lonely Planet Publications Pty 

Ltd. 

  

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=12&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&city=-3249904&class_interval=1&dest_id=4790&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Krabi%20Province%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=kra&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3Buf%3D4291717392%3Buf%3D4291734676%3Buf%3D900040168%3Buf%3D900051075%3Buf%3D4291730642%3Buf%3D4291734677%3B&lsf=uf%7C4291734677%7C2&unchecked_filter=uf
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=12&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&city=-3249904&class_interval=1&dest_id=4790&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Krabi%20Province%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=kra&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3Buf%3D4291717392%3Buf%3D4291734676%3Buf%3D900040168%3Buf%3D900051075%3Buf%3D4291730642%3Buf%3D4291734677%3B&lsf=uf%7C4291734677%7C2&unchecked_filter=uf
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=12&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&city=-3249904&class_interval=1&dest_id=4790&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Krabi%20Province%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=kra&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3Buf%3D4291717392%3Buf%3D4291734676%3Buf%3D900040168%3Buf%3D900051075%3Buf%3D4291730642%3Buf%3D4291734677%3B&lsf=uf%7C4291734677%7C2&unchecked_filter=uf
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=12&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&city=-3249904&class_interval=1&dest_id=4790&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Krabi%20Province%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=kra&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3Buf%3D4291717392%3Buf%3D4291734676%3Buf%3D900040168%3Buf%3D900051075%3Buf%3D4291730642%3Buf%3D4291734677%3B&lsf=uf%7C4291734677%7C2&unchecked_filter=uf
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Table 15 – SWOT-Analysis of Khao Lak as a family beach holiday destination 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 Departure point to the Khao Sok National 

Park (a) 

 Khao Lak offers various activities such 

as diving, boat trips to the Similan and 

Surin Islands, snorkelling, bars and 

restaurants (a). 

 Shallow and calm beaches (c) 

 Rather small offer of family-friendly 

accommodations: In Khao Lak are 17 

accommodations with family rooms 

offered by Booking.com (2016d) during the 

6th and the 10th of February 2017, which is 

high season for Khao Lak (a). 10 of the 17 

accommodation types are resorts, two are 

hotels, two holiday homes, one is a chalet, 

one a guest house and one a bed and 

breakfast. 13 of them have a pool and 

eight have beach access. All of the 

accommodations offer free Wi-Fi, 7 have a 

fitness center and six have a spa. Air-

conditioned rooms are provided by 15 

accommodations and 11 offer a fridge in 

the rooms (b). 

 Strong current from June until September 

(c) 

Opportunities Threats 

 Promotion of family activities, as well as 

bad weather activities 

 Adapt hotels to families’ needs 

 Danger of natural catastrophes, as Khao 

Lak has been hit by a Tsunami in 2004, but 

the village has been rebuilt and attracts 

today even more tourists than before (d). 

Source: Table by the author with multiple sources 

a. Brash, C., Bush, A., Eimer, D. & Skolnick, A. (2014, July 18). Thailand’s Islands & Beaches. 

Hawthorn, Australia : Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd. 

b. Booking.com (2016d). Khao Lak Province. Retrieved on 2016, August 16 from 

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=khao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
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1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b179

4ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year

_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-

2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_childr

en=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&r

edirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_scor

e_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisur

e&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=kh

ao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotel

facility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28 

c. Hotelplan. (2015, November). Ferne Traumstrände. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from 

https://issuu.com/m-travel/docs/hp_fernetraumstraende_1516_issuu_d?e=1246049/14752808 

d. Brash, C. (2014, July). Thailand’s Islands & Beaches. China : Lonely Planet Publications Pty 

Ltd. 
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http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=khao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=khao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=khao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=khao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
https://issuu.com/m-travel/docs/hp_fernetraumstraende_1516_issuu_d?e=1246049/14752808
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APPENDIX III: STATISTIC OF THE TATIC 

Figure 30 – International Tourist Arrivals to Thailand 1987-2014 Switzerland 

 

Source: Department of Tourism, Ministry of Tourism and Sports (2015). International Tourist Arrivals to 

Thailand 1987-2014 Switzerland. Bangkok : Tourism Authority of Thailand Intelligence Center 

(TATIC)  
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APPENDIX IV: QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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APPENDIX V: FAMILY ROOMS ON BOOKING.COM 

Figure 31 – Family rooms in Phuket 
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Source: Booking.com (2016a). Phuket Province. Retrieved on 2016, August 16 from 

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-

o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t

1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-

65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dc

id=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-

2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-

2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0

&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected

_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&ro

om1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&sr

c=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Pr

ovince&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=

hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28 

 

  

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=376364&label=de-o8ledjA8i7uiOmZfZMZ47AS94255823903%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2974.000%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-65526620%3Alp1002875%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=11&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=3287&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Phuket%20Province&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Phuket%20Province&ssne_untouched=Phuket%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C364&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
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Figure 32 – Family rooms in Ko Samui 

  

   

Source: Booking.com (2016b). Ko Samui. Retrieved on 2016, August 16 from 

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=356992&label=gog235jc-region_family-de-

fr-riviera-unspec-ch-com-L%3Ade-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Afirefox-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=356992&label=gog235jc-region_family-de-fr-riviera-unspec-ch-com-L%3Ade-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Afirefox-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-U%3Ac&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=10&checkin_year_month=2017-7&checkout_monthday=14&checkout_year_month=2017-7&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=1501&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Ko%20Samui&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Ko%20Samui&ssne_untouched=Ko%20Samui&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C99&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=356992&label=gog235jc-region_family-de-fr-riviera-unspec-ch-com-L%3Ade-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Afirefox-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-U%3Ac&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=10&checkin_year_month=2017-7&checkout_monthday=14&checkout_year_month=2017-7&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=1501&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Ko%20Samui&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Ko%20Samui&ssne_untouched=Ko%20Samui&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C99&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
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U%3Ac&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthd

ay=10&checkin_year_month=2017-7&checkout_monthday=14&checkout_year_month=2017-

7&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0

&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected

_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=1501&review_score_group=empty&ro

om1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&sr

c=searchresults&ss=Ko%20Samui&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Ko%20Samui&ssne

_untouched=Ko%20Samui&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28

%7C99&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28 

 

Figure 33 – Family rooms in the province of Krabi 

  

http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=356992&label=gog235jc-region_family-de-fr-riviera-unspec-ch-com-L%3Ade-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Afirefox-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-U%3Ac&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=10&checkin_year_month=2017-7&checkout_monthday=14&checkout_year_month=2017-7&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=1501&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Ko%20Samui&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Ko%20Samui&ssne_untouched=Ko%20Samui&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C99&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=356992&label=gog235jc-region_family-de-fr-riviera-unspec-ch-com-L%3Ade-O%3AwindowsSnt-B%3Afirefox-N%3AXX-S%3Abo-U%3Ac&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=10&checkin_year_month=2017-7&checkout_monthday=14&checkout_year_month=2017-7&class_interval=1&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&region=1501&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Ko%20Samui&ss_all=0&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne=Ko%20Samui&ssne_untouched=Ko%20Samui&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C99&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
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Figure 34 - Family rooms in Khao Lak 

 

 

Source: Booking.com (2016d). Khao Lak Province. Retrieved on 2016, August 16 from 
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1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b179

4ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year

_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-

2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_childr

en=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&r

edirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_scor

e_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisur

e&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=kh

ao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotel

facility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28 
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http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=khao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
http://www.booking.com/searchresults.de.html?aid=304142&label=gen173nr-1DCAEoggJCAlhYSDNiBW5vcmVmaCyIAQGYAQe4AQzIAQ_YAQPoAQGoAgM&sid=0b1794ab851afff6af609b999d04708f&dcid=4&age=12&age=6&checkin_monthday=6&checkin_year_month=2017-2&checkout_monthday=10&checkout_year_month=2017-2&class_interval=1&dest_id=5199&dest_type=region&dtdisc=0&group_adults=2&group_children=2&hlrd=0&hyb_red=0&inac=0&label_click=undef&nha_red=0&no_rooms=1&postcard=0&redirected_from_city=0&redirected_from_landmark=0&redirected_from_region=0&review_score_group=empty&room1=A%2CA%2C6%2C12&sb_price_type=total&sb_travel_purpose=leisure&score_min=0&src=searchresults&ss=Khao%20Lak%2C%20Thailand&ss_all=0&ss_raw=khao%20lak&ssb=empty&sshis=0&ssne_untouched=Krabi%20Province&track_sas=1&nflt=hotelfacility%3D28%3B&lsf=hotelfacility%7C28%7C17&nflt_qf=hotelfacility-28
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APPENDIX VI – EXPECTATIONS OF A DESTINATION 

Figure 35 – Expectations of a destination 
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Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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APPENDIX VII - LIST OF HOTELS IN THAILAND THAT ARE RECOMMENDED AS FAMILY HOTELS BY 
TOUR OPERATORS AND TRAVEL AGENCIES 

In table 16, are some hotels listed which have been promoted as family-friendly hotels in the catalogues of Swiss tour operators and travel agencies. 

If there is an empty space in one cell, it means that the hotel has not promoted this kind of facility in the researched brochures. However, it cannot be 

completely confirmed that they do not provide them. 

Table 16 – List of hotels in Thailand that are recommended as family hotels by tour operators and travel agencies 
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Source: Table by the author with multiple sources. 

a. Hotelplan. (2015, November). Ferne Traumstrände. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from 

https://issuu.com/m-travel/docs/hp_fernetraumstraende_1516_issuu_d?e=1246049/14752808, p. 19-33, 36-45, 49-53 

b. TUI. (2015, November). Asien. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from http://www.tui-info.de/ICAT/external/tuich/flipcat/id/1337/typ/brochure#/0, p. 80-109, 

108-147, 151-168, 170-176 

https://issuu.com/m-travel/docs/hp_fernetraumstraende_1516_issuu_d?e=1246049/14752808
http://www.tui-info.de/ICAT/external/tuich/flipcat/id/1337/typ/brochure#/0
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c. asia365. (2015, November). ASIEN. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from http://valtech.ipapercms.dk/Kuoni/KuoniCH/Asia365/Asien1516/ , p. 108-109, 

119-121, 123-126, 129-134 

d. tourasia. (2015, August). Asien vom Spezialisten : Thailand, Vietnam, Kambodscha, Laos, Myanmar, Malaysia, Brunei, Singapur, Indonesien, Timor-

Leste, Philippinen, Hong Kong, Macau. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from https://www.tourasia.ch/de/kataloge/asien-20152016/, p. 91-94, 97, 99, 

101-107, 122, 124-126, 128, 129, 131, 133, 144, 148, 149, 154, 159-162 

e. travelhouse wettstein. (2015, November). Asien : Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, Vietnam, Kambodscha, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapur, Indonesien, 

Philippinen. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from https://issuu.com/m-travel/docs/tp_asien_1516_dt?e=1246049/31460501, p. 64-73, 75, 79-80, 82-

84,94-95, 106, 108, 113, 115-116, 118-119 

f. KUONI. (2015, July). Asien. Retrieved on 2016, July 10 from 

http://valtech.ipapercms.dk/Kuoni/KuoniCH/KuoniGerman/KuoniKataloge/KuoniAsien20152016DE/, p. 49-55, 57, 61, 63-64, 68-69, 72-73, 75, 

77-78, 81, 89-100, 102-104, 106-107, 109-110, 112-113

http://valtech.ipapercms.dk/Kuoni/KuoniCH/Asia365/Asien1516/
https://www.tourasia.ch/de/kataloge/asien-20152016/
https://issuu.com/m-travel/docs/tp_asien_1516_dt?e=1246049/31460501
http://valtech.ipapercms.dk/Kuoni/KuoniCH/KuoniGerman/KuoniKataloge/KuoniAsien20152016DE/
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APPENDIX VIII –AWARENESS IN RELATION TO INFORMATION 
GATHERING (F-VERSION) 

Table 17 – Cross table of awareness and information gathering (F-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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APPENDIX IX – INFORMATION GATHERING IN RELATION TO THE 
BOOKING CHANNEL (F-VERSION) 

Table 18 – Information gathering in relation to the booking channel 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 
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APPENDIX X – HOTEL STARS VS. INCOME AND BUDGET 

Table 19 – Cross table of net income per household a month vs. minimum of hotel stars 

expected (F-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

 

Table 20 – Cross table between repeaters’ and first-timers’ expenditures and the minimum 

of hotel stars expected (G-Version) 

 

Source: data collected by the author (survey 2016) 

  




